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Two Years Ahead of the Game
We have been building 12H Speech

Consoles for a long time - and we're
mighty proud that we've sold a lot of
them. In fact, we've set the style - a
style which will be as good 4 years hence
as it was in 1936.

The 12H has been so widely recognized
because every detail was technically
RIGHT. There was not a single cheap
thing about it. We did a painstaking job
of the original design-a design we have
not changed until we had some really im-
portant improvements fully worked out.
The NEW, improved 12H is now ready to
do an even better job for you.

Stay Ahead buy Collins

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR hA? D .lcaW

NEW yo Y:11

front -of -panel -access attenuators

Dcomplete tube circuit metering
using separate d -c instrument

D extended response, lower noise, less
distortion

D finer finish

Dilluminated, specially damped V.I.

D many other conveniences
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New speakers bring new significance
to the term:

ASK YOUR ENGINEER
to check-up on these latest pace -setters!

EW single unit loud speakers by Bell
N Telephone Laboratories and Western
Electric-

That give you high quala .y reproduction
at moderate power levels-

That distribute sound over angles of 30°
to 45°-making them admit -ably suited for
monitor or public address applications-

That reproduce so faithfully, that the
artists are brought into the "presence" of
the listener-

That add crystal clear "definition" that
enables monitor operators and production
men to better evaluate program balance-

That employ an entirely new diaphragm
formation, new type permanent magnet
and other new design features.

Ask your engineers about this suitable
companion to the Western Electric 94 type
amplifier. Or better yet-order one speaker,
evaluate its reproduction quality and let
your monitor operators and production
men tell you how much it helps them!
Then you'll order more!

DISTRIBUTORS
Craybar Electric Co., Crochet. Building, New York, N. Y.
I, Conodo and Nertfouluttarut: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
In other coorscries: International Standard Electric Corp.

HIGH QUALITY

DIRECTIVE BEAM

make the

750A and 751A

ideal for

MONITORING

Western Electric
RADIO TE:LEPHONE BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT
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WITH THE EDITORS

TELEVISION ENGINEERING
DURING the past few months your editor has
spent considerable time in the laboratories
of many of the more progressive manufac-
turers, talking television and seeing televi-
sion, in an honest effort to. determine the
present status of the art. Our findings have
convinced us that an "on the fence" attitude
should not exist in regards to television.
Our answer is Television Engineering.

As far as the average engineer is con-
cerned, commercial television is now a
reality. While no commercial television
station licenses have been granted by the
Federal Communications Commission, a
number of stations are on the air, others
are under construction. There are television
receivers already on the market and more
will be placed on sale around the first of
May in those localities where stations exist.
It is anticipated that these receivers will
sell within a reasonable price range. In ad-
dition, considerably more television test
equipment will be made available at an early
date.

While it is hardly expected that televi-
sion networks comparable to our present
broadcast setup will be built up during the
next few months, the future of television
seems to promise much. The problems
faced by the television industry seem no
more formidable than those that faced the
radio industry in its early stages of develop-
ment.

It seems to us that one of the major cost
obstacles has been overcome with the an-
nouncement of a low -power television trans-
mitter (see COMMUNICATIONS for Decem-
ber, 1938, p. 31). Since antenna height
seems to be the limiting factor at ultra -high
frequencies, such a transmitter could be
used to good advantage in the smaller com-
munities.

Unlike broadcasting, television programs
cannot be transmitted from one station to
another over specially equalized wire lines.
The solution to this problem may well lie
in the use of ultra -high -frequency guided -
wave transmissions (around 4000 mc or
higher) which employ hollow conductors
or conductors filled with insulating material.
Another, and a more probable solution,
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would seem to be the use of directional radio
beams at frequencies in the vicinity of 4000
mc. Remarkable directivity can be easily
accomplished at these frequencies through
the use of electromagnetic horns. (Some
interesting data on these horns appears else-
where in this issue.) Since both of these
developments are still in the laboratory
stage, a more immediate solution might be
accomplished through the medium of mo-
tion picture film.

Much could be written concerning the
future of television, but it would be a wise
man indeed who could predict anywhere
near all of the ramifications of such a rapid-
ly changing art. Our aim in Television
Engineering is to keep you informed of
the present trends and attempt to point the
way towards future development.

FCC REPORT
THE COMMITTEE of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission on "Proposed Rules
Governing Standard Broadcast Stations
and Standards of Good Engineering Prac-
tice" has recently released its preliminary
report. This report is based upon the hear-
ings held in June, 1938.

While the Committee's proposed changes
in the rules have not yet been released, this
preliminary report does discuss the factors
upon which these rules will be based. It
is interesting to note that this report is in
line with the views expressed in this pub-
lication. (See article "Compromises in Al-
location Engineering," by R. M. Wilmotte,
p. 23, March, 1938, COMMUNICATIONS.)
The Committee's discussion indicates that
the recommended rules are likely to be a
great deal more flexible . . . a change that
is indeed gratifying.

Relative to licenses, the report states :
"Based upon the evidence at the hearing
concerning the present short term of license
the Committee is of the opinion that many
advantages can accrue to the public as well
as to the industry if the term of license can
be extended to at least one year." This rec-
ommendation seems quite logical since it
would save a great deal of time for the
broadcasters as well as the Commission.



"LAPP
GAS FILLED CONDENSER

IN SERVICE EIGHT MONTHS

. . . no sign of trouble,"

says JOHN LONG, WHAM

John J. Long, Jr., has been with
WHAM, Rochester, 11112 years, dur-
ing the last 9,12 of which he has
served as Technical Supervisor. Pre-
vious to his WHAM connection,
Long spent two years, 1925 to 1927,
with WJZ at Boundbrook, N. J.,
where he participated in extensive
pioneering work on 50 KW trans-
mitters.

UR Western El eetric 306A 50 KW transmitter
is coupled to a shunt -excited antenna by means of
two Lapp gas -filled condensers, variable type,
400 to 1000 mmf. rating, connected in series.
During the first few months we did considerable
experimenting with this new type feed, involving
frequent tuning adjustments on the condensers.
Although the first of our Lapp condensers has
now been in service eight months, it shows no
signs of losing pressure. We particularly like the
construction which enables us to vary the con-
denser setting while full power is going through
it-and the fact that no number of adjustments

seems to affect the gas pressure. We find the
adjustment of our circuits is facilitated by the
fineness of variable control and constancy of ca-
pacity under varying ambient temperatures. The
Lapp gas -filled condenser is an efficient, workman-
like job, easy to handle, easy to install, and strictly
worry -free. We're 100% pleased!"

Lapp gas -filled condensers are available in a wide
range of sizes, of fixed, adjustable and variable
capacitance, in three voltage ratings, and capaci-
tance ratings 100 to 2000 mmf. Write for complete
descriptive data.

ILAP P INSULATOR CO., INC., LEROY, N. Y.
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the AEROVOX
NEW BEDFORD
plant...

Scale drawing tells story. Note connected
group of trim brick buildings 6 city
blocks long by 2 wide.
Make two -and -a -half round trips through
just one floor and you've walked a full
mile. 433,000 sq. ft. throughout building.
Layout virtually to order. Office building,
huge one-story saw-toothed roof build-
ing and extension, and three-story build-
ing 700 ft. long.
Every machine, every worker, every func-
tion, charted in advance and scientifically
allocated for greatest efficiency.

 Yes, we have moved to New Bedford, Mass. Simply outgrew our Brook-
lyn quarters which ranked among industry's largest. To provide for current
and future requirements, we now have four times previous space. And to
insure a permanent home for so much heavy equipment and intricate
installation, we have bought these buildings outright, for cash.

Over 150 loads on 24 -foot trailer trucks moved up our Brooklyn plant
equipment. Much new equipment has been added. Our training school
has prepared new workers as rapidly as complete departments have been
set up. Meanwhile, key workers, supervisors, foremen, superintendents,
engineers and office force have moved up from Brooklyn.

And so AEROVOX enters a new and still greater era of *A.A.E. service
to you. Our sincere thanks for your past patronage. Your loyalty during
a trying period of strikes and moving has been deeply appreciated. And
we now welcome your requirements once again, fully confident of our
ability to meet them to the last detail.

* Aerovox Application Engineering.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
Aletti B4wi, Mme.

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities
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FREQUENCY CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS

osciu.A. uks that are so controlled that
they operate on some multiple or sub -
multiple of a controlling frequency have
been in use for many years. A general
theoretical basis for the operation of
such controlled oscillators, however, has
not yet been completed, though the prac-
tical operation of these oscillators is
well known. It is intended in this paper
to present a general picture of the un-
derlying operation of a controlled oscil-
lator. The presentation will be from
:he physical point of view in the main,
and will, it is felt, tend to unify and
clarify the various concepts pertaining
to controlled oscillators.

Consider first a controlled oscillator
from the broad point of view. Since
the oscillator is controlled, it must, of
course, be oscillating at S DMC frequency
determined by the control' ing frequency.
If some parameter in the oscillator is
varied, the oscillator frequency will not
change for some range of values of this
parameter and will drop out of control
when the parameter lies outside this
range of value.

Consider for the moment an uncon-
trolled oscillator. If some parameter of
this oscillator is changed, the frequency
of oscillation will change. The only
way in which the frequency can be re-
turned to its former valle is for some
other parameter to change in such a
manner as to exactly compensate for
this shift in frequency.

Carrying this concept over to an oscil-
lator that is controlled we see that a
controlled oscillator can to considered to
be one in which the effect of some
change in a parameter is compensated
for by an automatic change in some
other parameter. The cnly effect of a
controlling frequency, therefore, would
be to set in motion the mechanism that
makes automatic compensation possible.

By SAMUEL SABAROFF
WCAU BROADCASTING CO.

In Fig. 1 is shown a block diagram
of a controlled oscillator in which the
various actions involved have been
separated. The kind of oscillator being
controlled is not specified. The fre-
quency control is of the type in which
a variation of some potential will cause
a variation in some parameter of the
oscillator, thus varying its frequency.

Vector representation of
controlling and oscillator

voltages.

The detector is of the type that will pro-
duce the difference frequency of the
controlled and controlling frequencies
down to zero frequency. A simple rec-
tifier falls in this classification.

For the moment consider the situa-
tion when the oscillator and controlling
frequencies are identical. Since these
two signals are fed together into the
detector, the output of this detector
will be a function of their phase dif-
ference. The oscillator parameter that
is controlled by the frequency control
will also depend on the phase difference
of the oscillator and controlling fre-
quencies, since the output of the detector
is fed into the frequency control.

In Fig. 2 the vector representations
of the controlling and oscillator voltages

are indicated by E1 and £2 respectively
while E is the resultant voltage applied
to the detector. If the direction of ro-
tation of the vectors be taken as clock-
wise then an increase of frequency of
the oscillator will tend to increase the
resultant voltage since their phase dif-
ference will decrease. If this oscillator
frequency increase is not checked in
some manner its voltage vector will
overtake the controlling voltage vector
and rotate with respect to it at a rate
equal to their frequency difference.

For the purpose of illustration let us
suppose that the frequency control is
so adjusted that an increase in detector
output will cause the oscillator frequency
to decrease. It is evident therefore that
if the vector relation of the oscillator
and controlling voltages is such that
an increase of the oscillator frequency
causes an increase in detector output,
thus causing the frequency control to
decrease the oscillator frequency, a point
of balance or stability will be reached in
which the latter effect exactly compen-
sates the former. The controlled and
controlling frequencies are still identical
except that a change of phase between
them has occurred. This change of
phase is that necessary to effect the com-
pensatory parameter change through the
medium of the detector and the fre-
quency control. The range over which
this compensation can take place is de-
termined by the amplitude of the oscil-
lator and controlling voltages, the type
of detector and by the range of the fre-
quency control.

It is evident that proper compensation
can take place only through a phase
change of it radians of the oscillator
voltage with respect to the controlling
voltage. A phase angle outside this
region represents an unstable condition
since in this case any change of oscil-
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lator frequency will result in a further
change in the same direction. The ef-
fect of this instability is the rotation of
the oscillator voltage vector into the
region of stability.

We have thus far considered the situa-
tion when the controlled and controlling
frequencies are identical. Let us now
discuss the conditions under which con-
trol is secured when, at the start, these
frequencies are different.

Let a parameter of the oscillator be
capable of being manually varied so
that its frequency can be made to pass
through a region in which is located the
controlling frequency. The output of
the detector will be the difference fre-
quency between the oscillator and con-
trolling voltages. Since the output of
the detector is fed into the frequency
control, the oscillator will be frequency
modulated by the difference frequency.

Now let the manually controlled oscil-
lator parameter be varied so that the
oscillator frequency approaches that of
the controlling frequency. It is evident
that the extreme value of the modulated
oscillator frequency will reach that of
the controlling frequency before that of
the unmodulated oscillator and control
will therefore be obtained when this oc-
curs. The output of the detector will be
a difference frequency reducing in value
as the oscillator approaches the con-
trolling frequency until control is se-
cured with a sudden jump of the dif-
ference frequency to zero without pass-
ing through the intermediate values.

The frequency characteristic of the
coupling arrangement between the de-
tector and the frequency control will also
determine the amplitude of the differ-
ence frequency that will he applied to
the frequency control. Usually the
coupling arrangement has a falling char-
acteristic with increase in difference
frequency. This manifests itself by a
"holding effect" between the oscillator
and the controlling frequency after con -

A simple circuit used

trol has been secured. When control
has been obtained and the manually con-
trolled oscillator parameter varied in
some direction until control is lost, con-
trol will be regained only when this
parameter is moved in the opposite di -

Frequency
Control Oscillator

Detector

Control Frequency
Fig.

Block diagram of a controlled
oscillator.

rection to a point past that which con-
trol was lost.

It is a simple matter to extend what
we have said to the control of the oscil-
lator on some harmonic of its funda-
mental frequency. It is necessary to in-
sert a harmonic generator between the
oscillator and the detector as shown in 
Fig. 3, and then vary the frequency of
the oscillator until a selected harmonic

An RC type of oscillator or multivibrator.--
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for submultiplication.

coincides with the controlling frequency.
Control will then be obtained in exactly
the same manner as on the fundamental
frequency. However, the effect of the
frequency control will be multiplied by
the harmonic number and the phase
change of the oscillator over the region
of control will in general be it radians
divided by the harmonic number.

The "holding effect" mentioned in a
previous paragraph will also become
evident if a tuned circuit exists in the
harmonic generator tuned to either the
harmonic or oscillator frequency when
control is established. After control
has been obtained the frequency is con-
stant so that the fixed tuned circuits
have no effect on the limits of control,
but when control is being established
these tuned circuits will affect the point
at which control is secured.

The block diagram of Fig. 3 is an
exploded view of the various individual
items that must generally comprise a
controlled oscillator. It is possible, of
course, that some or all of these items
may be combined in a common circuit
element.

In Fig. 4 is shown a practical ar-
rangement in which all of the various
items are separate circuit elements. The
oscillator and detector are conventional
and need not be considered in any de-
tail. The harmonic generator is also
self evident. The output circuit of the
harmonic generator is tuned to the con-
trolling frequency and coupled to the
detector and to the source of controlling
frequency as indicated.

There are many kinds of arrange-
ments that could have been used as a
frequency control:* The type of fre-
quency control indicated in Fig. 4 was
used because of its simplicity. It is
equivalent to a capacity in shunt
to the LC circuit of the oscillator
having a value approximately equal to
C/(1 gR). g is the mutual conduc-
tance of the frequency control tube, R
is around 400 ohms and C is large with



respect to the cathode -to -ground ca-
pacity of the control tube. The range of
frequency control is determined by the
relation of C to C1.

Everything that has been described
till now can be verified iz the circuit
arrangement of Fig. 4.

The current in the detector is an in-
teresting indication of control. The
current change with respect to an oscil-
lator parameter variation is like that
shown in Fig. 5, control being obtained
over the straight portion Of the curve.
The dotted portion of the curve indi-
cates the current variation before con-
trol is secured.

The frequency range of the arrange-
ment in Fig. 4 is very wide. With the
use of acorn type tubes a submultiplica-
tion of ten to one with the controlling
frequency in the neighborl ood of sixty
megacycles was relatively easily ob-
tained.

It is possible to omit the harmonic
generator and detector of Fig. 4 and
obtain control by inserting the con-
trolling frequency in the suppressor or
screen circuit of the frequency control
tube. The frequency control tube is thus
acting also as a harmonic generator and
detector. The amplitude of the con-
trolling frequency becomes relatively
large, however, for a comparable stable
control ratio of submultiplication.

A simple circuit useful for a sub -
multiplication ratio up to four or five is
shown in Fig. 6. LC is tuned to the
controlling frequency and st- ould have as
low a value of C as possible. Control is
established by varying C1 until a selected
harmonic of the oscillator coincides with
the controlling frequency. A headphone
in the screen circuit of the control tube
facilitates finding the point of control.
Some adjustment of the "oltages and

*See bibliography at end of ar icle.-Editor.

..
Showing current change with respect to oscillator parameters.

the amount of controlling voltage is
necessary for obtaining maximum sta-
bility as indicated by the amount of vari-
ation of C1 necessary to lose control.

It is possible for an LC type of oscil-
lator to perform all of the functions
necessary for control as a submulti-
plier'''''''. It is evident that in this

Freq.
Control 0 sc.

Detector

Harmonic
Gen.

4
Control Frequency

Fig.3
Controlled oscillators are com-

prised of above items.

case, detection, harmonic generation,
and frequency control demands a non -
linearity of the tube characteristic and
at the same time the conditions for oscil-
lation must be maintained. It is found

Circuit with an LC type of oscillator.

Freq. Control
58

Oscillator
57

C,

RFC Detector

56

Fig.4

Harmonic Generator
57

Control Freq.

that control is most easily secured when
the L/C ratio is as high as possible.

An LC type of oscillator is easily
controlled on its fundamental frequency,
however. In this case the problem of
harmonic generation is absent. Also
the tuned circuit is resonant to the con-
trolling frequency so that its maximum
effect is more easily obtained. However,
the non -linearity of the tube character-
istic is still essential for detection and
frequency control. The problem of the
control of an LC oscillator on its funda-
mental frequency in terms of the non -
linearity of the tube characteristic was
quite thoroughly investigated by Apple-
ton.

The LC type of oscillator is not the
only kind amenable to control in a cir-
cuit such as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig.
7 is shown an RC type of oscillator or
multivibrator in which the frequency
control tube constitutes a variable re-
ristance controlled by the output of the
detector. This circuit has somewhat
of an advantage in the frequency range
over which it is capable of operation,
over that in Fig. 4, because of the
greater range of frequency control of
the frequency control tube.

The multivibrator type of oscillator
has in itself the qualities necessary for
submultiplication. The harmonic con-
tent is large and the frequency is quite
sensitive to any change in the tube char-
acteristics which is necessary for com-
pensation over the region of control.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to
indicate at any length the uses for which
frequency controlled oscillators are suit-
able. A few of the possible applications
will be mentioned, however.

The use of a submultiple generator for
the generation of standard frequencies
in a frequency measuring assembly is
well known. A frequency controlled
oscillator can also be used to bring a
signal, the frequency of which is being
measured, into a part of the spectrum

(Continued on page 50)
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THE GRADUALLY increasing importance
of single-sideband systems in radio com-
munication makes desirable laboratory
apparatus that is suitable for general ex-
perimental purposes. Such equipment
should be flexible, inexpensive, and so
constructed as to be highly accessible.
Following is a description of a unit
which has been developed at Purdue
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An Experimental

SINGLE-SIDEBAND

TRANSMITTER

University to meet the above require-
ments. It is capable of handling an
audio -frequency band from approxi-
mately 100 to 8,500 cycles, employs no
crystal filters, and is made up of stand-
ard radio receiver parts.

A block schematic of the transmitter
is shown in Fig. 1. The first carrier has
a frequency of 20 kilocycles the second
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of 440 kilocycles, in order that standard
i-f transformers might be used to pass
the desired sideband; and the third can
be adjusted so as to put the desired side -
band anywhere in the long -wave ama-
teur telephone band.

The circuit diagram of the complete
unit is shown in Fig. 2. The output
power is quite low, but is sufficient for
experimental work in the laboratory.
For use on the air it would be necessary
to provide a linear amplifier to feed the
antenna.

The most critical and troublesome
part of the system is the first modulator
and its associated filter -amplifiers. The
overall frequency characteristic of these
two units in cascade must be extremely
steep on one side, so that the undesired
sideband may be separated from the
desired. Such a filter was developed
without resort to the use of quartz
crystals or magneto striction rods.

The circuit of the modulator proper is
shown in Fig. 3.

A Type -6A6 tube works into a pair
of coupled circuit filters which are
shunted with resistance so as to pass a
band 1 0 -k ilocycles wide. The frequency
characteristics of the modulator are
shown in Fig. 4, and it will be seen that
there is considerable discrimination
against audio frequencies which might



By C. B. AI KEN
& H. S. LOH

leak through from the input, and there
is also some discrimination against har-
monics of frequencies in the neighbor-
hood of 20 kilocycles. Of course a great
deal more selectivity is necessary and is
furnished by additional filters located in
the following amplifiers.

The constants of the elements in the
grid circuit of the modulator have been
chosen to give a linear modulation char-
acteristic over a useful ra rge. The over-
all performance of the unit is indicated
by Fig. 5, which is a plot of 20 -kilocycle
output versus d -c input. The linearity
of this characteristic shows that satis-
factory modulation will be obtained
when the d -c input is replaced by an
audio frequency. No eflort has been
made to completely eliminate the carrier
leak from the first modulator, since a
small amount of carrier is useful as a
pilot frequency.

Following the modular or are stages
of amplification incorpor iting coupling
circuits that act as band-pass filters. The
second and third stages each work into
a pair of tuned coupled circuits while
the first is designed to give added dis-
crimination at the low -frequency side of
the passed band. Fig. 6 shows the selec-
tivity characteristic of the first pair of
coupled circuits and Fig. 7 shows that
of the second pair. The curve of Fig. 6
is too peaked for use alone whereas that
of Fig. 7 has a single peak which is not
broad enough, but the two together give
a satisfactory characteristic with large
overall selectivity.

In order to increase the sharpness of
the overall characteristic on the low -
frequency side, the first and second
stages of amplification are each pro-
vided with a high -Q tuned circuit in the
cathode leg. This causes maximum de-
generation at the resonant frequency of

the circuit, and by properly adjusting
the tap on each of these circuits a large
reduction in amplification can be ob-
tained over a narrow frequency band.
Both circuits are tuned to near the low
edge of the passed band and add tre-
mendously to the discrimination against
the unwanted sideband. This method of
filtering has the great advantage that the
rejector circuits are not coupled to the

rest of the filter and can be independently
adjusted.

The circuit details of the three am-
plifiers are shown by Fig. 8. The over-
all selectivity of the modulated amplifier
is indicated in Fig. 9 and it will be seen
that the steepness of the lower side is
really remarkable. Fig. 10 shows a por-
tion of this characteristic on a larger

(Continued on page 49)
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INDUCTIVE TUNING
Theory and Application

By 0. J. MORELOCK
Radio Engineer

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.

THE METHOD of tuning radio -frequency
circuits by variations in inductance is
far from new. In fact, the earliest tuning
device for commercial receivers was an
adjustable inductance consisting of a
cylindrical coil and a contactor sliding
along the coil parallel to its axis. The
contactor jumped from one turn to an-
other and picked up the required induct-
ance for the tuned circuit. Progres-
sively, the so-called variocoupler was an
elaboration of the earlier arrangement
and included a tapped secondary wind-
ing along with the mutual coupling be-
tween the two coils. The variometer
then appeared and following this came
the double roller type of tuner involving
a bare wire wound from an insulated
roller onto a bare metallic roller for
varying the inductance of the insulated
coil.

Since then the variable condenser has
taken the primary position in the field
of tuned circuits. Although years of
skillful development of the variable con-
denser as a tuned circuit component
have brought many improvements in
this device, there is still room for con-
siderable improvement and economy in

Circuit for coupling to input of
vacuum tube.

meeting stricter requirements for reso-
nant circuits, especially in the high -fre-
quency field. A new basic method of
inductive tuning was described last year
in the I.R.E. Proceedings for March,
1938, under the heading "A New System
of Inductive Tuning". Since that time
considerable development work has been
undertaken* in adapting this principle
to actual production devices, especially
in the high -frequency tuning bands.

*This work has been undertaken by the Weston
Electrical Instrument Corp. under its licenses.

Fig. 2. Illustrating inductive drop across condenser. Fig. 3. Illus-
trating inductive tuning. Fig. 4. A continuously variable induct-

ance tuning unit.
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There are two basic advantages of the
inductive tuning system over the con-
denser tuning system :
(1) Much broader frequency coverage

is possible with the inductive tun-
ing system. Frequency ratios of 7
or 8 -to -1 can be obtained as against
ratios of 3 or 3Y2 -to -1 for con-
denser tuning systems. This has
been verified in actual production
devices.

(2) Increased amplification and higher
resonant -circuit voltages are avail-
able with the inductive system.

If a simple resonant circuit for
coupling to the input of a vacuum tube
is observed, theoretically the voltage
across such a circuit would be equal to
the induced voltage across the coil it-
self, or E in Fig. 1. This however, will
be the case only if the circuit components
are lumped in each section of the paral-
lel circuit, i. e., L and C are pure in-
ductors and capacitors respectively. In
high -frequency work, it is well known
that there is very appreciable inductance
in a variable condenser and its connect -

(Continued on page 42)



ELECTROMAGNETIC HORNS

ELECTROMAGNETIC reson nice chambers
have been discussed as sinks and sources
of wave power'. Wher used in con-
junction with a paraboh c reflector the
directional properties of the system are
a function of the size of the opening in
the chamber. Since the dimensions of
the chamber are inversely proportional
to frequency an increase: in frequency
will increase the resolving power (di-
rectivity) of the antenna system. To
obtain comparable measurements at in-
creased frequency may require an open-
ing in the chamber larger than the
diameter of the chamber. The way out
of this mechanical dilemma is to use a
horn with a mouth diameter of the size
desired and a throat diameter to fit the
chamber required. Such a device will
act to compress the electromagnetic
energy. Only conical horns are dis-
cussed in this paper.

EQUIPMENT

The oscillator was a magnetron oper-
ating in transit time fashion; the radi-
ator being merely the transmission -line
shorting bar, 5/16" long, acting as a
point source of energy. The receiver
consisted of a chamber with transverse
cut-off frequency of 4170 inc. Using the
notation of the previous paper'; D was
adjusted to resonance by a plunger and
A maintained equal to C. Fig. 1 shows
the set up with a series cf 2 -to -1 horns
in the background. Fo large cones
another jig was built for the chamber
so that the distance from the source to
the mouth of the horn could be held
at 7.5 times the mouth d ameter of the
horn. The chamber output was read
on a microammeter and since the crystal
closely approximated a current -squared

1"Electric Resonance Chambers," by G. Reber,
COMMUNICATIONS, p. 5, Decern3er, 1938.

By GROTE REBER

rectifier the response data is the square -
root of the current readings.

The arrangement shown is for taking
the vertical characteristic of the space
pattern. The dipole in the chamber is
parallel to the vertical oscillator short-
ing bar. To obtain response as a func-
tion 0 (angle 0 between axis of horn
and direction to source) the chamber is
turned on a vertical axis through the
center of the mouth of the horn. To get
the horizontal pattern the magnetron is
turned 90° making the radiator hori-
zontal and perpendicular to the direc-

Above: Horns with constant
increasing D,/1:1-

Below left: Apparatus for experiment;
right: series of 3:1 horns; values of ,t)

left to right 90, 75, 60, 45, 30, 20, 15,
12, 10, 8°.

tion from the radiator to the chamber.
Likewise the chamber is rotated 90°
axially to make the dipole horizontal.
The chamber and the horn are then
turned on the same mechanical axis
through the center of the mouth of the
horn. In this case the axis is per-
pendicular instead of parallel to the
electric field. Unless otherwise stated
all data was taken at 4640 mc.

RESPONSE

For a perfect horn the gain will be

D.
G 8 _ ( 1 )

Im D,

where I, D, m and t respectively denote
intensity, diameter, mouth and throat.
Actually some energy will be lost in the
material of which the horn is con-
structed and some will be reflected back
out. The taper of a horn may be de-
fined by the angle an element of the sur-
face makes with the axis. Call this
angle 4'. If a series of horns, as shown
in Fig. 2, are tested the effectiveness
for 4' = 90° will be zero and the effi-
ciency will approach zero as Dm/Dt in-
creases indefinitely. For decreasing
values of 4) the efficiency will at first
increase because less energy is reflected
out. When .1d is made very small the
horn will become very long and the
efficiency will again decrease due to
losses in the material of fabrication.
Actually this condition is not reached
in the following tests because loss of
energy in the material of the horn is
very small compared to the loss of the
energy due to reflection back out. The
response will be

R = E G (2)
where E is taken as gain efficiency.
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E must not be confused with energy
efficiency as it is the square root of the
latter. Further reference to the effi-
ciency will always mean gain efficiency.

To obtain any given efficiency for in-
creasing ratios of Dm/Dt will require
decreasing values of 4+. Consider a
series of horns with fixed as shown in
Fig. 3. Horn A will have an efficiency
Eab depending upon a, b and tld. Horn
B can be split up into two horns ab
and bc. The efficiency will be Ea,, =
Eab X EL,. Similarly Ead = Eab X Ebe
X Eed, etc. Since all values of E are
less than unity the overall efficiency will
decrease for horns with increasing
D./D, ratios and fixed tlo. The correct-
ness of this qualitative argument is born
out by data of Fig. 4. Some data was
taken using 7 -to -1 and 10 -to -1 cones
for angles of tid between 20° and 45°.
The 7 -to -1 crossed 5 -to -1 at 4) = 20°
while the 10 -to -1 points fell consistently
to the right and below the 5 -to -1 curve.
Unfortunately there seems to be no
simple relationship between E, tld, mouth
and throat diameters which is discern-
able from the data. E.b > Ebe > Eed
where a, b, c, d, have values
1, 2, 4, 8, . If the length, mouth
and throat diameters of the horn are
fixed the most efficient horn will have
some curve similar to the solid line
between the dotted lines of Fig. 5. The
optimum curve could be determined if
the efficiency function and its para-
meters could be set up accurately. The
peculiar dip in the curves of Fig. 4 at
4' = 20° is difficult to explain except as
some type of systematic error, because
the computed probable error is well
within deviation from a smooth curve.

Theory developed for wave guides of
rectangular crt)--,,ection° will apply in

Response as function of taper and
mouth -to -throat diam. ratios.

substance to wave guides of circular
cross-section. It is predicted that for
openings less than one wavelength the
space pattern will not be greatly affected
by the size of the opening. Also for
equal dimensions of the opening in
horizontal and vertical directions the
vertical space pattern will be sharper
than the horizontal. Previous work'
with resonance chambers also has veri-
fied the above predictions. The theory
also predicts that for large values of

the major maximum. Fig. 6 shows how
the space pattern varies with Id for
2 -to -1 cones. It is interesting to note
that for less than 30° there is little
change in sharpness similar to little
change in gain as shown in Fig. 4. In-
spection of the curves will show that the
vertical space pattern can be closely ap-
proximated by

R = (cos Or (3)

Variation of space pattern with angle 4, for 2:1 conical horns.

openings (in terms of wavelengths) the
space pattern will sharpen up and minor
maxima will appear at each side of

°"Rectangular Hollow -Pipe Radiators," by Bar-
row and G. Reber, Proc. IRE, p. 1498, De-
cember, 1938.

Efficient curve for horn of fixed
dimensions similar to solid line.
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and the horizontal pattern by

R = (cos Or (4)

Values of h and v are given in Figs.
7-A and 7-B. v is greater than h for
no cone values and while they both
increase with D. the horizontal sharp-
ness becomes greater than the vertical
for small 4, and large Dm. Minor
maxima of approximately 10% response
were found in horizontal pattern at

= 45° to 50° for 4 = 10° on
3:1 D./Dt. None was found in the
vertical pattern. When testing 5:1 cones
of 4 = 15° the minor maxima were
about 15% response and located at

= 45° in the horizontal characteristic
and 95 = 35° in the vertical pattern.
The angles of zero response were

= 40° and 56,, = 28°. These angles
are between the axis of the cone (maxi-
mum response) and the zero response.
Computation will show them to be in
fair agreement with theory but here
again strict comparison is not possible.
The best method of defining quantitative
sharpness depends upon the use to which
the data is to be put. While the re-
sponse curve departs markedly from
equations (3) and (4) for very small
response and large D./Dt the nose of



the curve (from maximun- to half maxi-
mum response, the region of most in-
terest) still closely apprcximates these
simple functions. They were chosen to
make possible the analys.s of reflector
efficiency to be discussed later. The
dotted lines of Figs. 7-A and 7-B indi-
cate data that was taken but the pattern
varied so greatly from eqns. (3) and
(4) that no approximation was possible.
The patterns were of multimaxima type
with either a maximum or minimum
(not zero) along the axis of the cone.
Some data was taken on space pattern
using 7:1 and 10:1 cones between

= 20° and 4) = 45°. The value of
v was in all cases below the 5:1 curve
while h could not be evaluated as the
space patterns were of the multi -maxima
type. These results are in agreement
with discussion under response and in-
dicate that small values of 4 are in-
creasingly important as the ratio of
D./D, increases. No spurious response
could be detected in reverse or side di-
rections at any time.

ADDENDA

Fig. 8 shows the internal view of
chamber used in the previous paper
at the left and that of th s discussion at

View of two chambi!rs. One at
2305 mc; at right, 4170 mc.

with the back part tuning sharply simi-
lar to condition of A = 30% C.

The first attempt to tune the chamber
involved setting the plunger (distance
D) to resonate for mode a. Due to the
above mentioned distortion of field D
had to be less than the radius of crystal
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the right. The crystal holders are of
the same size and construction. In the
first case the obstruction caused by the
crystal holder was negligible and the
chamber was able to operate in the
simple fashion describec. In the second
case the relative size of the crystal
holder was four times t.s great, causing
severe distortion of the field within the
chamber. Actually it seemed to be a
stop which effectively divided the cham-
ber into two parts; tie front tuning
broadly as in the case of A = 100% C

holder and true resonance became im-
possible. Moving the plunger back one
wavelength (wavelength inside cham-
ber; not free space wavelength) gave
another resonance point ; this time
mode (3. It seems this notation was not
explained sufficiently in the first paper.
The electric field in a chamber is similar
to standing waves on a wire. The dif-
ference between modes a, (3, y, etc.,
being merely a designation of the num-
ber of standing waves in chamber 1, 2,
3, etc. In all cases the type of excita-

left has transverse cutoff of
See wavemeter below.

tion is transverse or Hi as stated in the
introduction. In the discussion of re-
sponse it was erroneously stated that
certain resonance points were merely
minimum reactance points. All reson-
ance points were zero reactance points.
The fact that one produced greatest re-
sponse indicated that was where strong-
est electric field occurred in the cham-
ber.

Getting back to the small chamber
used for this test of horns ; all data was
taken with the plunger set for mode
Tests were made from 5100 mc down
to 4190 mc and no change in the space
pattern or gain of the horns could be
found. At 4190 mc the wavelength had
become long enough so that the plunger
could be resonated in the mode a very
close to the crystal holder. Here again
the Q was 90 as in the case of mode (3.
Then the oscillator was set at 4150 mc
and the plunger adjusted for output.
The difference in operation was marked.
At Y2% above cutoff frequency the de-
vice exhibited all the characteristics of
a sharply tuned resonance chamber.
At W70 below cutoff it degenerated to
merely a dipole with quarter wave re-
flecting plate. The field supplied to di-
pole being merely that due to leakage
into the large front aperture. The space
pattern broadened out, response dropped
and adjustment of plunger became very
broad. In this degenerate fashion some
response could be obtained all the way
down to 3440 mc.

DUMONT CATALOG
A wide choice of cathode-ray tubes for

oscillograph and television purposes, to-
gether with such associated apparatus as
oscillographs, electronic switch, amplifier,
television demonstration equipment, etc., is
offered in the 1939 catalog just issued by
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc., 2 Main Ave.,
Passaic, N. J. A copy may be had on
request.
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RICHARDSON

COMPLETE

PLASTICS

SERVICE
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Devoted exclusively to the plastics arts, Richardson offers complete,
comprehensive, exceptional service to users of plastics in radio, tele-

vision, communications and allied electrical industries. Design, Re-
search and Engineering departments cooperate in solving problems

covering the application of plastics to products or production processes.
Upon chemists and plastics technicians rests the responsibility of deter-

mining the plastic for the specific requirement. Mechanical engineers
design the intricate models; skilled tool and die makers in Richardson

shops create the molds and dies. Able craftsmen, with years of experi-
ence in precision molding and fabrication, at hundreds of modern

machines, produce the plastic parts and products. Culminating the
continuous searching scrutiny exercised over every step of production

is the approval of final inspection.  Whatever your plastics interest
. .  a simple molded or laminated part, an involved, intricate precision

molding, a laminated gear or completely finished product . . . it will be
to your profitable advantage to entrust your requirements to Richardson.

NsuRoK
INSUROK, the precision plastic by Richardson, is available
in sheets, rods, tubes, punchings and other forms, both
molded and laminated, for fabrication in your plant, or in
completely finished parts ready for assembly. Richardson
facilities encompass the use of Bakelite, Beetle, Durez,
Plaskon, Resinox, Tenite and other forms of synthetic resin
plastics. Literature and INSUROK catalogues on request

Radio by Belmont Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill.

9Xe RICHARDSON COMPANY
Melrose Park, (Chicago) Ill. Fomnded 1858 Lockland, (Cincinnati) Ohio

New Brunswick, N. J. Indianapolis, Ind.
Detroit: 4-252 G. M. Building. Phone. Madison 9386 New York: 75'West Street. Phone. Whitehall 4-4487



TELEVISION
ENGINEERING

WINIF
IN the be leit the industry needs one

central source of unbiased technical in-
formation, we F to make Television
Engineering a permanent part of COM-
MUNICATIONS Suggestions and criticisms
will be welcomed.

TO the many engineers who through the
I giving of their time and knowledge have

rr ade available the material incorporated
it this number-and to be inclided in the
lv arch and following issues-our thanks and
a )3reciation.
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TELEVISION ECONOMICS

INTRODUCTION
TELE V I SION broadcasting tech-

nique has reached a stage of devel-
opment which makes timely the follow-
ing summarized recapitulation of tele-
vision methods and the related analysis
of the economic factors involved in tele-
vision equipment, installation, and op-
eration. The collected data are intended
primarily for the planning engineer and
cost estimator, as well as the supervis-
ing executive. They are intended as
well to enable radio manufacturers,
broadcasters, and a certain section of
the public to judge the economic factors
involved in television broadcasting and
to take proper measures to develop and
further that art.

The data given herein, even when
numerical, must be regarded as ap-
proximate and in the nature of an out-
line. It is not practical within any
reasonable space to list completely all
cost factors or matters involving ex-
pense in a television system. Accord-
ingly, the following data are not in-
tended to be sufficiently detailed and ex-
plicit to serve as a full guide for design
and construction, equipment being listed
and technical data given primarily to
enable anticipated difficulties to be ap-
praised and resulting costs to be esti-
mated. Detailed circuits are largely
omitted. In a rapidly changing art like
television, with speedy obsolescence, a
practical and useful guide to detailed
design is probably as undesirable as it is
unproducible at present. Indeed it is
well that individual preferences and
selected solutions along different lines
should be tried out by various organiza-
tions.

Although some planning assistance
may be derived from the following, it
is emphasized that a universal prescrip-
tion for curing all television ills does
not exist. The material here given will
therefore more modestly aim at present-
ing a "road map" through a television
system, while pointing out some of the
economic pitfalls which beset the tele-
vision exploiter, and at the same time
furnishing him with a "bill of materials"
covering all the important elements of
the television system, their general char-
acteristics, their interrelationships, and
the economic factors to he considered.

Part I

By Dr. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH
Consulting Industrial Engineer

Definite prices or price lists will be
avoided. It is certain that the cost of a
given device or service depends on
numerous factors which are strictly in-
dividual in each instance. These in-
clude the type of organization which de-
sires to use the device, the completeness

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith

and rigidity of the specifications govern-
ing the device, the special arrangements
or relationships existing between the
manufacturer and the user, the quantity
scale on which the device is produced,
the temporary or permanent installation
of the device, the type of usage to which
it will be subjected, the likely rate of
simplification of the structure or general
obsolescence of the device and last but
not least the financial position and bar-
gaining ability of the purchaser.

So far as practicable, the following
data are concentrated on American
practice in the television field and on
electronic methods of television. Ap-
paratus of other origin and types is in-
cluded mainly where economic questions
justify its mention.

A. RADIATION AND RADIATORS

A -I. Frequency and Propagation of Waves

The allocation of frequencies to any
broadcasting service must be based on
the side -band width, the necessary spac-
ing between adjacent channels, and the
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required type of service as determined
by the propagation characteristics of
waves of the selected frequency. The de-
cisions must be amply justified by ex-
perimental observations. In ordinary
broadcasting the highest modulation fre-
quency generally used is about 5 kc ; the
interchannel separation is 10 kc; the
average carrier frequency about 1,000
kc, and the ratio of the first- and third-
mentioned quantities is 0.005. It has
been determined that, for adequate detail
in the present state of the art, the tele-
vision picture requires 441 lines, and
that the avoidance of flicker requires the
transmission of approximately 30 frames
per second with interlaced scanning.
This leads to the requirement of a side-
band width of 3.5-4 mc for satisfactory
picture reproduction. If one side band
is transmitted completely and a 1-mc
wide portion of the other side band is
transmitted (with sharp cutoff of this
latter side band at 1 mc from the car-
rier), about 5 mc are needed for the
total television channel using this so-
called "vestigial" side -band transmis-
sion. Accordingly it has been proposed
that the television channels shall be
6-mc wide (including also the sound
carrier and its side bands). The lowest
frequency judged adequate for television
is included in the band from 44 to 50
mc. The ratio of side -band width to
video -carrier frequency for this band
will then be 0.11 (as compared with
0.005 for sound broadcasting on a 1,000-
kc carrier). It will readily be seen that
the trend of television carrier fre-
quencies on this basis would naturally
be toward considerably higher fre-
quencies provided other factors (absorp-
tion in urban areas, difficulty of generat-
ing high power at the higher frequency,
and the like) did not intervene.

The spectrum of television transmis-
sions differs markedly from that of
sound broadcasting. The side bands ex-
tend from zero frequency to an ill-de-
fined upper limit (which will be dis-
cussed later). When sequential scan-
ning is used, the spectrum is not con-
tinuous but consists of grouped lines
representing concentrations of energy
around certain frequencies. It thus con-
tains unoccupied portions which might
be employed for other transmissions or



services. Interlaced scanning, however,
presents a different type of spectrum al-
though one which also shows concen-
trations of energy at specific frequencies
and groups of frequencies.

To determine the propagation char-
acteristics of the ultra -high -frequency
(uhf) waves, a signal -strength measur-
ing equipment is required covering a
range from approximately 10 microvolts
per meter to between 10 and 100 milli-
volts per meter. Measurements have
shown that the attenuation of the uhf
waves over urban paths is high. Avail-
able data indicate that on 42 mc, there is
an approximate 50 -percent drop in sig-
nal strength for each 500 feet of path,
the corresponding figure on 100 mc be-
ing each 200 feet of path.

This in itself complicates the service -
range problem, but beyond the (optical)
horizon there is also a very sharp
diminution of signal which tends, using
ordinary transmission methods, to limit
the range rather abruptly. Available
data indicate that beyond the horizon, at
a frequency of 40 mc the attenuation
varies approximately as the 3.6th power
of the frequency, while at 100 mc it
varies as the 5th power, and at 300 mc
it varies as approximately the 8th power.
Despite these unfavorable constants, the
uhf transmissions correspond to ex-
tremely steady and high-grade channels
within their normal service area and are
considerably less susceptible to fading
and the effects of atmospheric disturb-
ances than are the medium -frequency
broadcasting channels.

The service range of the television
stations so far established is of the order
of 30-50 miles. One European station
claims a service range in various direc-
tions of 25-60 miles. However, this sta-
tion has been occasionally received at
distances between 220 and 500 miles
whereas another European television
station has been intermittently received
at 180 miles. Still more astonishing,
the first -mentioned station, operating on
41.5 and 46 mc, has been received
(though only very occasionally) in
America (with a signal strength up to
0.7 my /m for the 45-mc transmission) !
However, this required special receiving
antennas either of the dipole or of the
reversible rhombic type. Another sta-
tion on the European continent has
similarly been received. The fading on
45 mc was "stepwise"; on 41.5 mc the
fading was far more rapid and irregu-
lar. Such frequencies are clearly at the
lower boundary limit of utility for long-
distance communication and have, in
fact, even been receivel the long way
around the world. At the higher uhf
frequencies, such long -distance -reception
effects will probably be still more lim-
ited or non-existent.

It is important, despite these occa-
sional long -distance -reception records,

SCHENECTADY TROY ALBANY
STATE CAP:TOL

!NC

- 
.ar.s.a.taaarsiN

The 10 -kw General Electric television station. Antennas left to
right: receiving (studio programs), video, audio.

to avoid reviving the fallacies of early
broadcasting days relative to the claimed
range of stations. In planning a service,
the useful range of a station depends en-
tirely on the stability of reception, the
duration of such stable reception, and
the frequency with which such stable
reception occurs. From the economic
viewpoint, station time can be sold only
if an acceptable service lasting through-
out the program period can be antici-
pated for a high percentage of the time.

No "ideal" frequency exists for
broadcasting television under all circum-
stances. The selected frequency will be
a compromise between absorption in the
transmission path, steadiness of received
signal, effects of atmospheric disturb-
ances and of man-made interference,
limitation of the "nuisance range" of the
transmitter, and power available for
radiation.

The Federal Communications Com-
mission has assigned the following 7
channels for television communication :
44-50 mc ; 50-56 mc; 66-72 mc; 78-84
mc; 84-90 mc; 96-102 mc, and 102-108
mc. The above frequencies have been
arranged to reconcile conflicting claims
of various groups, and are unlikely to
be changed substantially until after they
have been thoroughly tested over a
period of years in actual service. It will
be noted that an amateur band (56-60
mc) lies adjacent to one of these tele-
vision channels and channels assigned to
other services are interspersed between
the television channels. In general, the
lower -frequency channels are suitable
for the larger cities and the higher -fre-
quency channels for small cities and
towns.

It will also be noted that certain of
the above channels are directly adjacent
and thus require maximum sharpness
of side -band cutoff in the transmitter
and sharp selectivity in the receiver.

The Commission has also tentatively
allocated the following 12 channels to
television : 156-162 mc ; 162-168 mc ;
180-186 mc; 186-192 mc; 204-210 mc;
210-216 mc ; 236-240 mc ; 240-246 mc ;
258-264 mc; 264-270 mc; 282-288 mc,
and 288-294 mc within which groups
there are as well adjacent channels with
no spacing between them.

While no regular television -relay fre-
quency assignments have as yet been
made, a frequency of 177 mc is experi-
mentally used.

From the economic viewpoint, there
is an urgent need for an early and sys-
tematic nation-wide allocation plan for
television stations to enable the orderly
placement and the assignments of fre-
quencies to stations with the aim of
avoiding inter -station interference. A
conspicuous example of this need-and
one presenting numerous allocation
problems-is in the Atlantic Coast Sec-
tion from Boston to Richmond. Sta-
tions at Boston, Bridgeport, New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
and Richmond (with possible stations at
Hartford, Wilmington, and Norfolk)
present an interesting and somewhat
pressing problem. The commercial de-
velopment of television in this section,
as well as in certain similar regions,
should preferably await in part an
orderly allocation plan.

A-2. Transmitting Antennas

It has been found that a received sig-
nal strength of about 1 my /m is neces-
sary in cities for satisfactory reception.
If the transmitting antenna is about
1,000 feet above ground and the receiv-
ing antenna about 50 feet from the
ground, the horizon is at approximately
50 miles from the transmitter. To pro-
duce the desired signal strength at the
horizon is found to require about 30
kilowatts in the antenna-an amount of
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power which would be attainable with
difficulty, if at all, by means of presently
available uhf tubes in the television ser-
vice. However, there are several
favorable factors which may improve
this situation. These include the lower
noise level at the outskirts of cities in
some cases, the probable increase in the
available output of uhf tubes, and pos-
sible improvements in modulation and
transmission methods.

The transmitter antenna obviously
should be located at a substantial height
ranging from several hundred feet to
considerably over a thousand feet wher-
ever possible. Its dimensions are small
as compared to those of antennas used
in the medium -frequency broadcasting
service since the video wave -length is
only a few meters. In general such
antennas can be mounted on the tops of
buildings or on towers or masts without
undue difficulty. When located far above
the streets or buildings in cities, these
antennas must be provided with heating
means for the removal of ice-a mea-
sure desirable in every case if continu-
ous operation is necessary. In Amer-
ica, a horizontal polarization of the
radiator wave has been selected as pro-
viding a better signal-to-noise ratio at
the receiving station under most condi-
tions. Horizontally the antenna system
should be non -directional, but vertically
it should have substantial directivity
favoring the horizon and discriminating
against the zenith. The types of an-
tennas used at present include multiple
dipoles, fed from a single transmission
line, and radiating in a number of direc-
tions, and also the "melon" type of an-
tenna. This consists of an ovoid body
resting within and separated from a sort
of "socket" or container, the contours of
these metallic objects being carefully
selected so that the distributed electrical
constants are such as to permit efficient
radiation over a wide band of fre-
quencies, as is required by video
modulation.

While great elevation of the antenna
is desirable, a compromise must be care-
fully engineered in many instances. If
the antenna is placed on the top of a
skyscraper numerous costly problems
such as long power -supply lines, floor
reinforcement, electrical adaptation of
the antenna to the building, and the like,
are encountered. If towers or hills can
be found near or within a city, they
may present a desirable possibility as an
antenna support. The location of the
antenna in relation to the resulting ab-
sorption of the waves in reaching the
major part of the audience should also
be carefully analyzed prior to locating
the station.

B. TRANSMITTER TRANSMISSION LINES

In selecting the location for the trans-
mitting equipment, careful consideration
should be given to minimizing the trans-
mission -line length, particularly in ex-
isting structures where such lines can
sometimes be run only with considerable
difficulty. Bends in the lines cause
mechanical and electrical problems, and
a straight run is desirable. Since power
loss in the lines is to be anticipated,
which loss continues throughout the op-
erating life of the transmitter, the cost
of placing the transmitting equipment
in existing structures close to the an-
tenna should be carefully balanced
against the electrical losses otherwise
resulting. In general, building altera-
tions are costly, particularly if extensive
reinforcement or passage through sec-
tions of the building used for other pur-
poses becomes necessary.

The usual transmission line will be of
conventional type, for example, of the
coaxial -conductor type, and of dimen-
sions suited to the voltages which are
involved. The cost of the line will de-
pend upon its size (diameter and length)
which, again, will influence the elec-
trical losses and termination difficulties
in the transmission of a wide band of
frequencies. Termination of such lines

Approximate optical distance (dl at various antenna heights (h).
For antenna 600 ft. above earth the horizon Is approx. 30 miles.
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requires careful antenna and line design,
as a unit. Electrically, simple installa-
tions result from the use of two trans-
mission lines, one for the video trans-
mitter and one for the audio transmitter.

C. TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

C -I. Video Transmitters

Uhf transmitting tubes are a special-
ized product. The elements must be
small ; and the leads must be short and
of sufficient capacity to carry the neces-
sary uhf currents which, particularly in
grid circuits, far exceed in proportion
those on the lower frequencies. To re-
duce the electron -transit time and obtain
efficient operation, the electron paths
must be of limited length. The cathodes
and other elements of such tubes are
subjected to unusual bombardment, and
means for removing and dissipating the
resulting heat must be provided. For
example, such materials as tungsten and
tantalum are found suitable for filament
and grid construction respectively. In
general, the plates of these tubes are
water-cooled in the higher powers. Uhf
insulation presents problems in keeping
the losses low and in withstanding the
voltages generated in the tubes. The
trend of uhf tubes is toward higher
powers and greater efficiency, as well as
toward successful operation at the
higher frequencies in this band. How-
ever, both tubes and circuit equipment
are usually more expensive per watt of
output than at lower frequencies.

The requisite transmitter power can
be determined only by knowledge of the
antenna height, local absorption, desired
service range, reception signal -strength
standards, and existing noise levels at
various distances from the transmitter.
In general, a 1 -kilowatt transmitter will
serve for towns and small cities, particu-
larly in the early stages of television
development ; while transmitters in the
7.5-10 kilowatt range are required for
large cities under unfavorable condi-
tions (with an approximate 30 -mile ser-
vice range).

Since the gain per stage in the trans-
mitter amplifier is approximately in-
versely proportional to the band width
which must be passed, the efficiency of
video transmitters is generally lower
than of audio transmitters.

Inasmuch as an ideal insulator for uhf
purposes, meeting all desirable specifi-
cations, is not available, the transmitter
condensers present construction prob-
lems. The ready formation of standing
waves in the transmitter circuits re-
quires careful design consideration, par-
ticularly in connection with methods of
supplying filament power.

In a commercially available 1 -kilowatt
video transmitter, the oscillator is either
line -controlled or crystal -controlled in

(Continued on page 45)
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THE observation of the wave form
of the output of an amplifier when

a potential of square (or rectangular)
wave form is applied to its input, pro-
vides a simple and rapid method for de-
termining the transmission characteris-
tics of the amplifier, since the frequency
and phase characteristics of the ampli-
fier can be deduced by proper interpre-
tation of the output wave form. Thus,
an amplifier which is provided with
controls for adjusting its characteris-
tics can be rapidly adjusted to provide
the desired response by observing the
output waves obtained by applying
square waves of one or possibly two fre-
quencies. The time required to make
these adjustments by this method is thus
the same as that used in taking one or
two measurements of the many required
by the usual point -by -point method.

The particular output wave form
which indicates proper adjustment of
frequency and phase characteristics may
be determined in either of two ways ;
one method is to observe the output of
an amplifier which has previously been
adjusted by the point -by -point method.
The second, and generally more accu-
rate, method consists of interpreting,
qualitatively and quantitatively, the ob-
served wave form in terms of the phase
and frequency characteristics of the
equipment under test. Before attempt-
ing to explain the interpretation of these
wave forms a discussion of the basis
for this method of testing, the relation-
ship of the transient characteristic of
a circuit to the response to square waves,
will be of value.

The transient characteristic of a cir-
cuit is defined as the output which re-
sults from a suddenly applied voltage
which thereafter, remains constant. It can
be shown that the response of a circuit to
any type of input voltage is determined
by its response to a suddenly applied
voltage. The transient characteristic
may be considered to be limited by two
effects: the ability of the circuit to
transmit high frequencies and the abil-
ity of the circuit to transmit low fre-
quencies. The high -frequency trans-
mission will determine the shape of the
transient at, and for a short time after,

22

the application of the input voltage
while the low -frequency transmission
will determine the value of the output
voltage after a longer time has. elapsed.
Obviously, an amplifier which trans-
mits down to and including zero cycles
per second (d -c) will eventually reach

Constant Gain at all Frequencies.
Highly Damped, Constant Delay.

Fig .1

Some Attenuation of High Frequen-
cies. Highly Damped, Excess Delay

at High Frequencies.

Fi9. 2

Higher Attenuation at High
Frequencies. Highly Damped,

Constant Delay.

Fig . 3

some steady value of output voltage if
the suddenly applied input is not re-
moved, while an amplifier which does

AMPLIFIER

By Means of

P,y

qaprEitt-- swf.Ift-
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Camden

not transmit d -c must eventually return
to zero output even if the input voltage
remains connected.

Most amplifiers will be found to have
constant transmission (flat frequency
characteristic with constant delay or
phase proportional to frequency) over
a wide band of frequencies lying be-
tween high and low -frequency regions
where the transmission is impaired. If
a succession of suddenly applied volt-
ages, alternate impulses having opposite
polarity is applied to such an amplifier,
and the frequency of repetition lies
within the band of frequencies for
which the circuit gives constant trans-
mission, the high -frequency transient
effects will be present and the low -fre-
quency effects eliminated. It can be seen
that such a succession of impulses is
a square wave. As the rate of repeti-
tion is lowered the low -frequency ef-
fects will become noticeable. If the
frequency of repetition is increased the
high -frequency effects will become more
pronounced. The separation of effects
is particularly useful in interpreting the
response to square waves in terms of
response to other wave forms and other
characteristics of the circuit.

In most cases square waves of two
frequencies will suffice to determine the
complete performance of the equipment
under test. One frequency should be
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TESTING

Square Waves

Excess Gain at High requencies.
Pronounced Unde Damping.

Fig.

high enough to eliminate low -frequency
effects completely while the other should
be low enough to include them. In this
way the results can be analyzed sepa-
rately thus simplfying the process con-
siderably. In circuits whose high and
low -frequency regions of impaired
transmission lie close together or over-
lap, the analysis becomes somewhat
more complex.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

The output wave form obtained by the
use of a square wave in 'Jut of sufficient-
ly high frequency to eliminate the ef-
fects of poor low -frequency transmis-
sion can be readily analyzed to secure
qualitative information concerning the
frequency characteristic phase or delay
characteristic, circuit damping and the
response to other wave f prms ( See Figs.
1 to 8). Methods for quantitative an-
alysis of this data and for the evalua-
tion of circuit constants will be dis-
cussed later. In general, the time re-
quired for the wave to reach maximum
value is dependent upon the frequency
range, a rapid rise indicating that high
frequencies are attenuated only slightly.
The circuit damping is indicated by the
shape at the top of the rise. A highly
damped circuit will result in a wave
which approaches its final maximum
without any overshoot while under -
damping will produce a train of oscilla-

tions after the initial rise. Multiplying
the frequency of the input signal by the
number of maxima which occur in one
cycle will give an approximate value for
the natural frequency of the circuit. Ex-
cess delay at the higher frequencies is
indicated by rounding of two diagonally

Higher Attenuation at High Frequen-
cies. Highly Damped,

Excess Delay at High Frequencies.
Fig . 4

Low Attenuation or Excess Gain at
High Frequencies.

Slight Under Damping.
Fig.5

Fig. 6

Sharp Cut-off at High Frequencies.
Less Damping, Constant Delay.

opposite corners of the wave, as shown
in Fig. 2. A circuit in which the delay
decreases from the normal value at high
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frequencies will result in changes at the
other two corners. Constant delay for
all the transmitted frequencies is indi-
cated by all fcur corners of the wave
having the same shape.

Certain other characteristics of a cir-
cuit may be inferred from its response
to square waves. An output wave form,
having a train of oscillations, is always
the result of a circuit whose frequency
and delay characteristics contain sharp
changes. The amplitude and duration of
the wave train are measures of the
sharpness of the high -frequency cut-off
of the circuit, while the period of the
oscillation gives a measure of the fre-
quency at which the rapid change in
the transmission characteristics occurs.

If the repetition rate of the square
wave is lowered until it falls within the
region of poor low -frequency transmis-
sion, a slightly different type of inter-
pretation may be used to obtain other
circuit characteristics. The high -fre-
quency effects, rise time, overshoot and
rounding of corners must be neglected
if they are present to a noticeable de-
gree, and only the average shape of the
top of the wave considered. However,
most circuits possess a sufficiently wide
band of constant transmission that the
high -frequency effects are negligible
when a frequency low enough to show
low -frequency deficiencies is used. The
low -frequency effects most often en-
countered are those due to coupling
capacitors between plate and grid of
successive stages which cause the tran-
sient characteristic to delay exponentially
after the initial rise. Typical wave forms
obtained with this type of circuit and
with a circuit having a rising low -fre-
quency characteristic are shown in Figs.
9 to 11. Except for the fact that most
circuits which do not transmit d -c have
an appreciable change in their delay
characteristics at a frequency higher
than that at which a change in fre-
quency characteristic becomes noticeable,
no information as to the circuit per-
formance at frequencies lower than the
fundamental frequency of the square
wave can be obtained. Where the re-
lationship between the frequency and
delay characteristics at low frequencies -
is known, the shape of the frequency
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characteristic may he inferred from the
observed changes in delay.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
As an aid to the quantitative deter-

mination of the frequency characteristic,
phase or delay characteristic, circuit
damping, natural period, circuit con-
stants and other data from the response
to square waves, a discussion of the har-
monic analysis of such waves will be of
value. A perfectly square wave, as
shown in Fig. 1, may be shown to be
composed of a fundamental frequency
component together with all its odd -
numbered harmonics, the amplitude of
each harmonic component being in-
versely proportional to its harmonic
number or frequency. The Fourier
series which represents this wave is :

e = 4E sin n (wt +4)
(for all odd values of n)

or (1)
e =*

1 F.

in (cut +4,1) 1 . n u.rt + 3+,)

Out+540 Tii+----sn

where E is the peak amplitude of the
square wave. A graphical representa-
tion of this series is given in Fig. 23.

Obviously, a circuit which has a flat
frequency characteristic and phase shift
proportional to frequency (constant
delay) will transmit all the above com-
ponents perfectly, preserving the ampli-
tude and phase relations of all the com-
ponents. Hence, such an amplifier
transmits a square wave without change
of shape. Changes in the relative
amplitude of some components or
changes in their phase relations

Fig. 25. Adjustment using 10-kc
square wave.

Excess Gain at High Frequencies.
Negative Damping,

( Positive Feedback )

must result in the changes of the out-
put wave shape. Terminating the
above series abruptly at any finite term
is equivalent to applying a square wave
to an amplifier having a flat frequency
characteristic and constant delay up to
some finite frequency at which a sharp

cut-off occurs. This will result in an
output wave form similar to that shown
in Fig. 6.

A typical circuit in which the trans-
mission changes more gradually is
shown, with its characteristics, in Fig.
12. Output wave forms for square -wave
input at several different frequencies are
shown in Fig. 13. A harmonic analysis
of this type of wave yields the follow-
ing expressions for the amplitude and
phase of any one component:

4D V n2En - nil 1(21-n2

4)n= tan -1 -

Where
E is the amplitude of any component
tis is the phase angle of any component
n is any odd -harmonic number
D is the final positive value which

would be reached if the wave were
non -recurrent

2nk is the ratio of the time for one
full cycle to the time required for
63.2 percent of the total rise to
take place

The amplitude and phase of any com-
ponent of the perfectly square input
wave are given by the expressions :

4EE = - (4)
117:

(2)

(3)

and

cb - 0 (5)
The frequency of this cir-
cuit is obtained by dividing the expres-
sion for the amplitude of any component
of the output by the expression for the
amplitude of the input components.
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Fig. 26. 30 -cycle square wave
applied to amplifier.

Thus

En
En

(output) ,n2 (6)
( input) E Isc+nz

D
Where - represents the voltage gain

E
which would be obtained with no ca-
pacitance in the circuit and the remain-
ing part of the expression represents the
ratio of the actual gain to this value.

The phase characteristic is obtained
by subtracting the expression for the
phase of any input component from the
corresponding expression for the output
components.

+n (output) - (On (input) (7)
1./ -0 =

It will be seen that the frequency and
phase characteristics can be plotted, if
D and k are known, by evaluating the
expressions :

n2
E K2+,2 and tan -1- -n-

for various odd values of n from 1 to
infinity. The frequency corresponding
to n = 1 is the fundamental frequency
of the square wave. A curve for evalu-
ating D and k in terms of the observed
amplitude and the time (in percent of
one cycle) required for one half the
total rise to take place is given in
Fig. 14.

It will be noted that for a rise time
of less than 5 percent of one cycle the
value of D may be taken as the actual
amplitude and that a close approxima-
tion for k is given by the expression:

Where P is the time re -
11.05 quired for one-half the

k = - total rise in percent of one
P cycle.

Obtaining values of D and k from
the observed amplitude and rise time
by means of the table and substituting
in the expressions given above will give
the frequency and phase characteristics
shown in Fig. 12.

In general, the frequency charac-
teristic of any circuit, for frequencies
at and above the frequency of the square
wave, can be obtained by dividing each
term in the harmonic series which
represents the output wave by the cor-
responding term of the series which
represents the input wave. When the
input can safely be assumed to be
square this process takes the form of
multiplying each term of the output
series by n. The wave analysis may he
performed by calculation, if an expres-
sion for the observed wave form can be
obtained, or by graphical methods if an
accurate graph of the wave can be

Fig. 27. Proper adjustment of
amplifier of Fig. 26.

plotted. Information on several methods
of wave analysis will be found in stand-
ard engineering and mathematic texts.
Calculation of the phase characteristic
is similarly determined from the phase
angles obtained from the wave analysis,
correcting, if necessary, for any phase
differences between various components
of the input wave.

The values of certain circuit constants
can usually be determined if the fre-
quency characteristic is known. In the
circuit shown in Fig. 12 the frequency
at which X, = R is the frequency at
which n = k, thus if either R or X is
known the other can be calculated.

Circuit damping can be calculated
from the circuit constants or, if the cir-
cuit is underdamped, from the following
express ion :

a = Bf
where a is the damping factor

is the logarithmic decrement
f, is the natural frequency.

The natural frequency may be deter -

(Continued on page 52)
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TELEVISION STATION W2XAX

Part II-Studio

By PETER C. GOLDMARK
Chief Television Engineer

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.

THE TELEVISION STUDIO of the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System* is being
completed in the Gram- Central Station
building on the third floor facing south,
above the automobile ramp and extend-
ing the entire width )f the building
from east to west (Fig. 2). The stu-
dio is approximately 270 ft. long, 60 ft.
wide and 45 ft. high.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, which is
the schematic floor ply n of the control
room and studio, a space of about 1,400
sq. ft. is reserved for the master control
room while the rest of the space remains
unaltered during an experimental period
when the exact dimensions and proper-
ties required of such a studio will be
determined.

The master control room will serve
a dual purpose: it will contain all elec-
trical equipment needed for studio opera-
tions, such as master pulse generators,
camera racks, line amplifiers, monitors,
switching and relay circuits and audio
equipment, at the same time, it will serve
as production control room for the ad-
jacent studio.

*Part I of this article, describing Columbia's
television transmitter, appeared in the November,
1938, issue of COMMUNICATIONS, p. 7.-Editor.

Fig. 4. Amplifiers and monitors
associated with film scanner.

One section of the control room, as
can be seen in Fig. 1, will be used for
scanning motion picture film. In this
space various types of film scanners with
associated amplifiers, monitors, as well
as film accessories, will he housed.
From this fireproof space the film, run-

ning through intermittent projectors,
is projected through a small window
into the iconoscope camera located in
the main control room. The projectors
of continuous type, employing dissec-
tor tubes for pickup, operate entirely
within the film scanning room. There
will be a 35 mm. and a 16 mm. scanner
of this type. Fig. 3 shows a 35 mm.
scanner with pickup equipment and
Fig. 4 the associated amplifiers and
pulse generator, also the picture and
waveshape monitors mounted on racks.

Fig. 5 represents a cross-section
through the control room where three
picture monitors are placed underneath
the control room window in such a
manner as to permit operators and pro-
ducers to observe easily action in the
studio or in the monitored picture. One
monitor will show the studio scenes as
seen by the camera that is not at the
moment on the air and holds it in readi-
ness to be switched into the circuit.
The other two monitors show the air
picture at different points in the circuits.
Next to each picture monitor a wave -
shape monitor is provided which in-
dicates relative amplitudes of picture,
blanking and synchronizing signals.

There are several talkback circuits

Schematic plan of the television control room and studio.
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TELEVISION TRANSMITTER

First. RCA 1 KW Television
Transmitter developed as a
compact unit for experimental
use and announced for general

sale to broadcast stations.

OM the darkness of unc

r&LGVO"Cl.1 JVfT 411.....S0111.11.111e

NATIONAL OF ONE/CASTING COMPANY INC.
e:rr rt,or

MOBILE TELEVISION TRANSMITTER

Mobile Television Transmitter Unit designed for
picking up "on the spot" television broadcasts.

Used in RCA -NBC field tests.
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ANTENNA

Antenna on top of Empire State
Building designed by R.C.A. Com-
munications and used in broadcast-
ing television programs to Greater f.C1'.
New York area. The lower antenna
is used for picture transmission,
the upper radiates the associated

Csound wave.



ertainty RCA has Produced Light!

Yes - and RCA now offer!. broadcasters a variety
of equipment for telecasting ... equipment that
you can depend upon to perform with accuracy
and efficiency . . . equipment resulting from
endless years of research in the RCA Laboratories.

ITIELEVISION! Few advances in civilization have
IL been so widely discussed, so mystifying, so

difficult to perfect. For years television has been
regarded as a certainty . . . but the question of
when has been unanswered-until now!

Television is here! Gone is the uncertainty. No
longer is it strictly a laboratory problem. Years of
research by engineers in the RCA Laboratories
have produced it in a practical state. And now,
although many problems are yet to be solved
before television can approach the status of perfec-
tion that radio knows today-it has reached a point
where forward -looking broadcasters can use it for
the transmission of programs.

On these pages are illustrated three RCA tele-
vision products designed for broadcasters (or tele-
casters). They employ the same fine workmanship
-result from the same painstaking research=
which have combined to produce the outstanding
RCA broadcast equipment that is used by so many '
radio stations today. We shall be happy to discuss
them with you in detail.

A Service of the Radio Corp ration of America

TELEVISION CAMERA

One of the television cameras
developed by RCA. This
camera utilizes the RCA

Iconoscope.

TELEVISION PROJECTOR

Television Projector for showing image pro-
duced by optical enlargement or projection
from a small brilliant image on the kinescope.
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between the studio, the control room
and the telecine room. Each camera
has one of these so that the producer
in the control room may talk to the
cameramen individually or to the stu-
dio at large.

As can be seen in Fig. 1 the layout
of the master control room is such that
in addition to the existing equipment,
ample room has been provided for ex-
pansion. The control room floor is
about 4 ft. above the studio floor. There
are two doors connecting the control
room with the studio. The video and
audio control desks are in one line
next to the double control room window.

The video control desk carries such
equipment as fading controls, blanking,
pedestal height controls and video sig-
nal amplitude controls. Either camera
or film scanning channel can he switched
to the line amplifiers or to ally monitor
instantaneously by means of push but-
tons, or can be faded gradually by
means of fading controls. The latter
are still undergoing tests in the labora-
tories and probably will not be installed
until after the equipment has been put
into operation.

Other functions which can be con-
trolled from the same desk are remote
starters for the motion picture film
scanners as well as their framing and
phasing.

The camera outlets in the studio are
mounted underneath the control room
window where microphone and light
outlets also are located. There is about
65 ft. of cable attached to each camera.
If, however, it becomes desirable to
move a camera beyond that distance,
an additional 80 ft. of cable, which is
ordinarily coiled up underneath the con-
trol room, can be used.

For the studio lighting there are avail-
able 200 kw of d -c and about 50 kw of

Above: Fig. 2. Showing Iccafion of studios in Grand Central Station
building. Below: Fig. 6. The studios before alterations.

Fig-. 5

CONTROL
DESK ---

PICTURE MONITORS -- POWER
PANEL t.

0.

STUDIO
FLOOR

-- ENTRANCE

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH CONTROL ROOM

Above: Cross-section of control
room. Left: Fig. 3. The 35 mm
scanner with pickup equipment.

a -c. It is planned to operate incan-
descent lamps on d -c for both key and
spot lighting, and special gas discharge
lamps on a -c connected in three phase
in order to eliminate 60 -cycle interfer-
ence.

Fig. 6 is a view inside the studio be-
fore alterations were begun.

NATIONAL UNION
TELEVISION LAB

ATELEVISION testing laboratory
has been launched by the Na-

tional Union Radio Corporation to as-
sist set manufacturers in the design and
manufacture of their sight receivers.

(Continued on page 42)
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Conducting
core and jacket are fired

together at 2500 degrees F. into
s solid unit, hard and durable as stone, pro-

viding mechanical strength and protection against humidity.

Copper contact to the resistance material at the extreme ends
only provides uniform resistance and load distribution over
ENTIRE lengtl . End contacts do not short circuit part of the
resistance as in ather types.

Because resistance is small in diameter and uniformly dis-
tributed for e: -tine length, Centralab's specific resistance per
unit length is ow. The result is low noise level and constant
value over a vide range of frequency and voltage.

CENTRALAB  Division of Globe -Union Inc., Milwaukee

*FIXEDeR RESISTORS *

TELEVISION CIRCUITS
frequently require fixed resistors vmose values
remain uniform at high frequencies.

Centralab Fixed Resistors because of their re-
latively small cross section conduct= area plot
a comparatively flat resistance -frequency curve
. . . as shown in the graph abave.

In charting the future - in Televisicn broadcast
and reception, CentrLlab will continue to give
satisfactory service .. lust as it is now doing with
its performance record of more than 80,000,000
units in all parts of the world.

Engineers send for Fesisfor Data Bulletin 647.
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TELEVISION

DESIGN

MUCH has been written in the past
few years relative to the finer

points involved in television receiver
design. In fact, so much detailed ma-
terial is available that it is, at first, very
confusing to one attempting to obtain a
general picture of the subject. It is al-
most superfluous to remark that there
are many points of similarity between
radio and television receivers, and equal-
ly so are there points of dissimilarity.
Nevertheless, to those of us accustomed
to thinking in terms of radio receivers,
a comparsion, or contrast, of the unit
similarities in the two receivers repre-
sents a natural method of orienting our-
selves.

A representative radio receiver may
be broken down into units encompass-
ing the functions of : (1) r -f amplifica-
tion, (2) frequency conversion, (3) in-

(4)
detection, (5) audio -frequency amplifi-
cation, (6) sound reproduction.

A television receiver similarly divided
into its functional units would include :
(1) r -f amplification, (2) frequency
conversion, (3) intermediate -frequency
amplification, (4) detection, (5) video
amplification, (6) sweep generation,
(7) sweep synchronization, (8) optical
reproduction.

Comparison between functional dia-
grams of the two receivers would in-
dicate identity up to and including the
fourth function; namely, detection. In
fact, as audio -frequency amplification
and video -frequency amplification are
analogous, we may as well think of them
as counterparts, even though the terms
we use for them are different. The
sound reproducer, or speaker, completes
the functional chain of the radio re-
ceiver, and, of course, its functional
counterpart in the modern television re-
ceiver is the cathode-ray tube. We would
have, however, in our functional block
diagram of a television receiver, two
functions which have no counterparts in
a radio receiver. These are the func-
tions of deflection and synchronization.

However, even for those units of the
two receivers having identical functions
there exist enormously different per-
formance characteristics. Broadly speak -

Front view of the television re-
ceiver described in this article.

ing, these characteristics are the ones
describing transmission band width and
transmission time.

The transmission band width neces-
sary for television-three megacycles

By WM. N. PERKINS
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP.

and upwards-is so vastly greater than
that necessary for radio reception, that
the problem involved in the attainment
of band width is one of major propor-
tions. In addition to the band -width
problem, one is concerned with trans-
mission time in a television receiver,
while in a radio receiver this is an item
which does not concern us.

In fact, this matter of time, being so
intimately associated with our television
system, might be thought of as the main
distinguishing element between aural
and visual transmission and reception.
As the synthesis of the final picture is
based on assembly of picture elements,
in what one might call a chronological
order, the merit or demerit of the final
picture is in proportion to the ability,
or lack of ability, with which we handle
the time element.

If the several frequencies, involved in
the reproduction of a single picture ele-
ment, do not pass through our receiver
in equal lengths of time, then the picture
element, as we see it reproduced on the
screen of the cathode-ray tube, is not a
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RECEIVER

FACTORS

true representation of the original pic-
ture element in the studio. Obviously,
what we desire to obtain is constant
time of transmission for all frequencies
involved in our picture. This require-
ment is met when we have linear phase
shift with frequency, and in measuring
departure from constant time of trans-
mission we would measure the depart-
ure from linear phase shift.

The R.M.A. has recently standardized
on a particular type television signal
and has recommended to the Federal
Communications Commission this signal,
together with certain other television
transmission standards.' This signal
makeup is based on a television system
embracing 441 lines, 30 frames per sec-
ond, 60 fields per second, interlaced two
to one. The polarity of transmission
shall be such that a decrease in initial
light intensity shall cause an increase
in radiated power and approximately
25% of the peak amplitude of the signal
shall be devoted to synchronization.
The aspect ratio of the picture shall
be 4:3.

The signal as it arrives at a receiving
antenna contains information which the
receiver translates into light intensity
variations-the video component-tim-
ing pulses for the vertical and horizon-
tal deflection circuits-the synchroniza-
tion signals-retrace the blanking-the
pedestal and background control-the
d -c component. This composite signal
appearing at the 2nd detector then fol-
lows two courses. The signal in its en-
tirety is applied to the input of the video
amplifier, and after amplification, is ap-
plied to the control grid of the cathode-
ray tube. Also, at the output of the 2nd
detector, the composite signal is applied
to a sync separation unit where the
video signal component is removed. The
remaining portion of the signal ; namely,
the sync pulses are then separated into
vertical and horizontal pulses and ap-
plied to the vertical and horizontal de-
flection circuits.

So far, we have been considering tele-
vision reception only in the broadest of

1See "Television Standards," by Albert F.
Murray, p. 14, December, 1938, COMMUNICA-
TIONS.



L
for TELEVISION

SINCE the beginning of radio, we have kept in
step with rapid advances by specializing in high

frequency, low -loss insulation.

NOW we are ready to supply insulation for the stringent
television requirements. Space does not permit a de-
tailed description of our many materials, but we are
proud to state that we are producing Alsimag materials,
perfectly vitrified, with power factors approaching pure
quartz crystal at high and ultra -high frequencies.

311 107AI

The Alsimag Property Chart will be sent upon request,
giving complete information on our ceramic materials.

CHAT-1111100GS, Ten
SALES OFFICES
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terms. Becoming more specific, we
might well discuss, to a certain degree
of detail, some of the considerations of
the various units that make up the re-
ceiver.

From the antenna to the grid of the
frequency -converter tube, we must pro-
vide sufficient selectivity to insure
against bad image response, as well as
isolation between the antenna and the
i-f amplifier. At the same time we must
maintain a signal frequency band-pass
characteristic between the antenna and
the grid of the converter sufficient to
pass upwards of four megacycles. As
the television channel allocations are all
in the ultra -short-wave spectrum, begin-
ning at 44 megacycles and extending
upwards in frequency, we have only re-
cently had available tubes capable of
giving any substantial gain at the tele-
vision signal frequency. Two tuned cir-
cuits,heavily damped and stagger -tuned,
have generally served in experimental
receivers, between the antenna and grid
of the frequency converter. In order to
swamp out converter -tube noise, r -f am-
plification is desirable, and with the
tubes now available sufficient gain is at-
tainable at frequencies from 40 to 80
megacycles to make the inclusion of a
radio -frequency amplifier stage worth-
while.

The frequency -converter tube, operat-
ing as it must into a relatively low plate-
circuit load, and by its nature having
lower conversion conductance than an
equivalent tube has mutual conductance,
cannot be expected to give gains of more
than two to five. In this connection it
is hardly necessary to state that penta-
grid converters, of the type we use in
broadcast receivers, do not serve very

well at ultra -short waves. Not only i'
their conversion conductance so low a,
to almost preclude the possibility of ob-
taining any gain, but also their oscilla-
tor ability is low when considered in
terms of ultra -short-wave performance.
A high -mutual -conductance amplifier
tube, operated as a biased detector, in
conjunction with a separate local oscil-
lator, is much better.

The i-f amplifier must provide the
greatest portion of the gain, and must,
of course, contribute the adjacent -chan-
nel selectivity. Incidentally, one of the
adjacent channels is occupied by the ac-
companying sound signal, and so will be
of essentially equal intensity with the
picture signal at the input of the i-f
amplifier.

In order to obtain the required band-
pass characteristics of 3 or 4 megacy-
cles, it is necessary to use a high inter-
mediate frequency. That portion of the
spectrum between 8 and 14 megacycles
represents a reasonable compromise be-
tween the conflicting requirements of
gain and hand width. In order to oh -

tails the necessary band width, heavily
damped circuits, disposed in compensat-
ing arrangements, are called for. Under
such circumstances, the load presented
to the plate circuit of the amplifier tube
is low-generally not more than two or
possibly three thousand ohms-and as a
result the gain per stage is relatively
low, even when using very high -mutual -
conductance tubes.

The second -detector considerations,
very largely, revolve around the prob-
lem of eliminating the carrier frequency

Receiver, bottom to top: power
supplies, p -a, receivers, video
amp., controls, c -r tube, sweep

circuit.

without mitigating against the higher
video frequencies. The carrier is only
three or four times greater in frequency
than the highest video frequency, and
so the simple expedient employed in
broadcast receivers of placing a capacity
in parallel with the load does not serve.
Balancing out the carrier by means of
push-pull detection, or the use of a low-
pass filter composed of capacity and in -s
ductance between the detector and the
video amplifier input, are means which
do recommend themselves.

The video amplifier is, of course,
nothing more nor less than an extreme-
ly wide frequency range resistance -
coupled amplifier. It must amplify, with-
out the introduction of appreciable de-
parture from linear phase shift, a band
of frequencies from 60 cycles per sec-
ond to 3 or 4 megacycles per second.
This amplifier, consisting of one or more
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stages, employs plate loads consisting of
resistances, inductances, and capacities.
The capacity is that unavoidable capac-
ity introduced by the tube and the cir-
cuit wiring. At the higher frequencies,
this unavoidable capacity reduces the
gain and introduces an increasing phase
angle because it represents a reactive
shunt on the resistance load. Induct-
ance is placed in series with the resist-
ance load so as to compensate for the
deleterious effects of the capacity. By
proper proportioning of R, L and C, the
amplifier may be made to have substan-
tially flat gain and transmission -time
characteristics up to the highest video
frequency to be encountered.

Included in the video -amplifier chain
between the detector and the cathode-
ray tube must be some means for im-
pressing the detector d -c component on
the grid of the cathode-ray tube. This
requirement is a result of the fact that
the extremely low -frequency compon-
ents of the signal represent the inform-
ation governing the light intensity of
the picture background. Direct coupling
in the video amplifier may be employ&
to transmit this, essentially, d -c com-
ponent, or the amplifier may of itself be
capacity -coupled, with responsibility for
background control assigned to some
form of d -c restoration circuit. One
form that such a circuit may take would
be a diode rectifier operating on the
blanking and synchronizing pulses, with
the resulting current pulses being stored
in a resistance -capacity load and thus
serving to establish the operating bias
of the cathode-ray tube. The time con-
stant of the resistance -capacity load
should be long enough so that the volt-
age across it may be constant between
successive sync pulses, but not so long
as to be unable to compensate for any
low -frequency deficiency characteristic
of the video amplifier.

The synchronization and deflection
system considerations fall into two
groups; namely, timing and deflection
linearity. Of course, deflection linearity
is itself a matter of timing. The deflec-
tion, or sweep circuits, must be trig-
gered off in very precise synchroniza-
tion, if satisfactory interlace is to be
achieved. The composite signal deliver-
ed by the second detector contains the
sync pulses and video signal as well.
In order to guard against random com-
ponents of the video signal triggering
the sweep circuits, the video must be re-
moved. This removal can be effected
by some type of amplitude -conscious
"skimming" device. Utilization of the
grid or plate circuit cut-off characteris-
tic of a vacuum tube serves effectively
here. The proper utilization of the ver-
tical timing signal requires some modi-
fication of the signal before application
to the vertical sweep circuit. This ver-



TYPE 1802, Long 5"

The LONG and SHORT of

your vision tube problem is

NATIONAL UNION
can supply them

. . .NOW!

NEW TYPE 1805, Short 5"

OTHER NATIONAL UNION VIDEOTRONS INCLUDE:
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tical timing signal is preceded by six,
and followed by six equalizing pulses.
Their presence is dictated by the syn-
chronization requirements of an odd -
line interlaced picture. The pulse ap-
plied to the vertical sweep circuit may
be the integrated energy of both the
vertical sync pulse and the equalizing
pulses occurring immediately before the
vertical sync pulse. The pulse obtained
by such integration exhibits remnants
of the horizontal pulses, but their am-
plitude is considerably less than that of
the vertical pulse proper and so are in-
effective.

So far as the horizontal -sweep -circuit
synchronization is concerned, only sim-
ple modification of the composite syn-
chronization signal is needed. Some
simple type of frequency -conscious de-
vice, effecting discrimination against
low frequencies, will satisfactorily guard
against any possibility of the vertical
pulse interfering with the timing of the
horizontal sweep circuit.

Deflection, or sweep -circuit linearity
requirements, call for the production of
saw -tooth voltage pulses, in the case of
electrostatic deflection, or saw -tooth
current pulses, in the case of magnetic
deflection. Basically, the generation of
the deflection forces for either electro-
static or magnetic deflection starts with
the production of a saw -tooth voltage
pulse, which is simply amplified and ap-
plied to the deflection plates of a cath-
ode-ray tube, in the case of electrostatic
deflection, or modified into a more or
less rectangular voltage pulse for ap-
plication to the deflecting coils for mag-
netic deflection.

The initial production of the saw -
tooth voltage pulse generally makes use
of the charging rate of a condenser sup-
plied with charging current from an es-
sentially constant -current source. Some
form of discharge tube is utilized to re-
move the charge from the condenser and
thus complete the saw -tooth pulse. The
charging of the condenser produces that
portion of the saw -tooth responsible for
the forward sweep of the cathode-ray
spot and the discharge tube in shorting

Vertical and hori-
zontal magnetic
sweep circuit of
t h e transformer -
coupled blocking

oscillator type.

the condenser produces that portion of
the pulse accounting for the retrace
sweep. Repetition rate of the charge
and discharge cycle of the condenser
must, of course, be ultimately governed
by the incoming sync pulse. The tube
which discharges the condenser various-
ly takes the form of either a gas or a
vacuum tube. If a vacuum tube, it is
usually preceded by some form of block-
ing oscillator adjusted in timing to trig-
ger off the discharge at approximately
the proper rate for horizontal or vertical
sweeping, as the case may be, even in
the absence of sync pulses. The appli-
cation of the sync pulse to this blocking
oscillator acts to precisely adjust its
timing. A gas tube, employed as the dis-
charge tube, need not be preceded by a
separate blocking oscillator, for the gas
tube contains in itself a type of action
which will repeat the charge and dis-
charge action indefinitely.

If electrostatic deflection is to be em-
ployed, the saw -tooth voltage pulse, as
has been said previously, may simply be
amplified and applied to the deflection
plates of the cathode-ray picture tube.
For small picture tubes, operating at
relatively low anode voltage, this rep-
resents no problem. For large tubes, re-
quiring many hundreds of volts change
on the deflection plates, it does present
somewhat of a problem, particularly
when it is recalled that the amplifier, in
order to preserve the wave form of the

Panel containing
6,000 -volt power
supply for ca-
thode-ray tube,
as well as two
300 -volt regulated
supplies and bias

supplies.
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horizontal saw -tooth pulse, must be de-
signed to amplify frequencies to up-
wards of 150 kilocycles. Amplifier re-
quirements for vertical deflection are
more readily met, for an upper fre-
quency range of only six or seven hun-
dred cycles is required.

Magnetic deflection, as has previously
been stated, calls for a saw -tooth cur-
rent pulse through the deflecting coil,
and this in turn means that the coil
voltage must be rectangular. To achieve
the required current wave form a high
plate -resistance tube-a pentode-acting
as a source of constant current, and hav-
ing a saw -tooth voltage applied to its
grid, suggests itself. Generally, such an
arrangement is employed for feeding the
horizontal deflection coils. The saw -
tooth voltage necessary for the grid of
this output tube is, of course, obtained
from across the condenser and discharge
tube. Vertical deflection current, be-
cause of the relatively large number of
turns of the vertical coils, need not be
so great in magnitude, and, furthermore,
because of the much greater ratio of coil
resistance to coil reactance, the wave
form of the necessary coil voltage rep-
resents a compromise between saw -tooth
and rectangular form. A small triode,
supplied with saw -tooth grid voltage,
and operating on a curved portion of its
characteristic is generally employed as
the vertical deflection output tube.

Design considerations of the cathode-
ray tube proper, insofar as the televis-
ion receiver designer is directly con-
cerned, naturally revolve around utiliza-
tion of some given design which the
tube maker hopes is satisfactory. Broad-
ly, the several designs available at the
present time differ in regard to focus
and deflection principles. There are both
electrostatically as well as magnetically
focussed tubes, and also tubes, some de-
signed for electrostatic deflection, and
others for magnetic deflection. At the
present time, the majority of the small
tubes employ electrostatic focus and
electrostatic deflection, while most of
the larger tubes are designed for elec-

(Continued on page 47)
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THE DUMONT TELEVISION SYSTEM*

By THOMAS T. GOLDSMITH, Jr.
ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC.

THOUGH it will be unnecessary to
dwell at great length upon general

television principles, it may be advan-
tageous to review briefly those funda-
mental factors common to electronic
television of today. This new system,
which will be described here, has many
features in common with the foremost
existing systems of today, and so it
will be well to have clearly in mind
the standard methods employed in tele-
vision and from there it will be rela-
tively simple to introduce the major
new features of the DuMont system.

The pictures to be transmitted by
television are focused optically on a
photoelectric mosaic which is in turn
scanned by a beam of electrons, con-
verting the lights and shadows into cor-
responding electrical energy. These
video signals are utilized to vary the
electron current of the receiving ca-
thode-ray tube whose beam is caused
to follow an identical scanning pattern
with that employed at the transmitting
camera tube. In this manner the elec-
trical energy is converted into the orig-
inal lights and shadows. The picture is
sent point -by -point consecutively, but
at such an extremely rapid rate that
the persistence of vision of the eye pro-
vides the pleasing illusion of perfect con-
tinuity even with moving objects. It

is customary to use an associated
sound channel to accompany the pic-
tures.

The cathode-ray television systems
which have received the most attention
in England and this country in recent
years are basically the same. Sweep
circuits are employed at the transmitter,
and by means of a complicated system
of blanking pulses and synchronizing
pulses superposed on the video signal
from the transmitter, another set of
sweep circuits at the receiving point is
locked into synchronism with those
sweeps at the transmitter. Remarkably
good success has been had with this
method, even when it comes to the use
of the interlaced system of scanning.
However, there may be limitations on
the degree of interlace which can be
obtained by this method of local sweeps
with remote control, and receiving sets
operating on signals from such a trans-
mitter are seriously limited in their ver-
satility of reception, requiring signals
of a specific degree of definition, and
sweep pulses to control practically a
fixed number of lines or frames. This
limit on the versatility of receiving sets
has done much to prevent the commer-

"Presented before the Thirteenth Annual Con-
vention of the Institute of Radio Engineers, New
York City, June, 1938.
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cial introduction of sets on the market
because of fear of obsolescence with
further development of the art. Also
the necessity of sticking closely to these
tentatively assumed standards of lines
and fields has prohibited many experi-
menters from even considering the pos-
sibility of setting up less expensive low -
definition equipment, adequate for study-
ing other important phases of television.

It is thoroughly desirable that the
very highest definition television be
given primary research consideration,
but at the same time if it is possible,
provision should be made to allow lower
definition experiments to be carried on
and furthermore provide for expansion
to even higher definition pictures than
are now practical without having to
make a complete sacrifice of much of
the present equipment, especially at the
receiving station. The following de-
scription will present a system which
solves several of these problems.

The DuMont television system em-
ploys the actual transmission of the
entire scanning signals for both horizon-
tal and vertical deflection in addition to
the conventional video -modulating sig-
nals and the associated audio -channel
signals. The deflection signals are gen-
erated exclusively at the transmitting
station and sent by means of a suitably
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designed carrier methods as independ-
ent signals to the receiver, thus simpli-
fying the receiver considerably by mak-
ing it unnecessary to employ local sweep
oscillators at each receiver. Local syn-
chronizing and sweep -frequency controls
are unnecessary.

At first thought it may seem that the
addition of these two sweep signals on
two new channels seriously complicated
the methods, but advantages result
therefrom which more than offset the
complication. It is ideal to construct
receivers which are the simplest pos-
sible to operate. Furthermore it is
highly desirable that they be as versa-
tile as possible to allow for reception
from numerous stations of differing de-
grees of definition. The complex equip-
ment in any transmission system rightly
belongs at the transmitter, leaving the
receiver very simple to operate and free
from critical circuits which require fre-
quent attention. It may be seen pres-
ently how many of these advantages are
possible when utilizing this new system.

In place of the conventional practice
of having a set of sweep -generating os-
cillators at the transmitter controlled
by synchronizing pulses, and having an-
other set of sweep oscillators in each
receiving unit, these synchronized by
pulses sent out from the transmitter and
carefully selected from the video sig-
nals by amplitude filters, this new Du -
Mont system employs one carefully con-
trolled set of sweep generators at the
transmitting station, and then utilizes
these sweep waveform voltages to modu-
late auxiliary carriers in the transmis-
sion system, enabling the actual sweep
wave forms to be picked up at the re-
ceiver and there simply amplified to
utilize directly for the scanning. In
this way the receiver at once will fol-
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low even quite radical changes in the
scanning raster. The problem of main-
taining synchronization no longer exists
as no synchronizing pulses are utilized
at the receiver and there is no need for
the complicated system of synchronizing
pulses with their provision for causing
the interlace of scanning. Two -to -one
interlaced scanning has been achieved
quite acceptably with the synchronizing
pulse method although the receiving
equipment is thereby complicated, but it
is not very likely that higher interlace
ratios can be employed by this method
of remote control of oscillating circuits.
On the other hand, when the sweep os-
cillators of the master transmitter of
this new system have once been adjusted
to the proper frequencies, interlace
ratios of four or six are entirely prac-
tical, as the deflection circuits at the re-
ceiver are essentially connected directly
with the transmitter oscillators and au-
tomatically remain in step with what-
ever system of scanning is being em-
ployed there.

The receiver has four signal channels,
each of which is quite like ordinary
radio channels, though employing
unique frequency characteristics to be
described presently in connection with
the illustrative diagrams. These chan-
nels require no adjustment after instal-
lation other than proper tuning for
satisfactory audio reception whereupon
the remaining signal channels are at
once in adjustment. There may, of
course, be necessity for brilliance con-
trols associated with the cathode-ray
tube, but in general the set will not be
much more complicated to operate than
the average broadcast receiver.

A primary advantage to be realized
with the system is the practical pos-
sibility of the use of four -to -one or even

six -to -one interlace, still maintaining
sixty fields or fractional scans per sec-
ond in order to insure absence of flicker,
but utilizing a correspondingly lower
frame or picture repetition frequency, by
means of which a great reduction in
video signal band width is realized.
Even including the extra bands neces-
sary for the transmission of the inde-
pendent sweep signals, the entire band
necessary for a complete television
transmission is reduced to one-half or
less of the band width required for
441 -line pictures utilizing the two -to -
one interlace of today with the tenta-
tive line and field frequencies being
used, all simply because of the reduction
in the band width of video modulating
signals.

The general system may best be illus-
trated by a specific example. In order
to maintain simple frequency discrimi-
nating circuits, the sweep signals are
transmitted in the form of sinusoidal
wave shapes and are then modified to
the rather conventional saw -tooth sig-
nals by means of a simple filter network
at the receiver, and the cathode-ray tube
is indicated employing electrostatic de-
flection which very readily follows
changes in the scanning system since
electrostatic deflection plates have prac-
tically no frequency discriminating char-
acteristics.

Fig. 1 shows a double -carrier trans-
mitter for the necessary four independ-
ent signals. This system utilizes two
separate ultra -high -frequency carriers to
transmit the signals. A single carrier al-
ternative transmission system will also
be described.

In Fig. 1 the two carriers are in ad-
jacent ultra -high -frequency channels to
facilitate dual handling at the receiver.

(Continued on page 42)
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DU MONT
9frdefraipeit 4.124

CATIFICIDE-VAY 11-1JIEES

The intensifier type cathode-ray tube represents
the first fundamental improvement affecting de-

flection sensitivity since the inception of these tubes
over forty years ago. With this exclusive DuMont
feature, an increase as great as 60% may be realized.
The intensifier type tube will effect many savings in
television receiver designs, due to its increase in deflec-
tion sensitivity, lower modulation voltage requirements,
and more economical filter requirements.

Type 54-11-T-5" Tube
Not only does this Teletron (television -type
cathode-ray tube) feature the intensifier electrode,
but it incorporates several refinements in its gun
structure for better focus and modulating charac-
teristics. Instead of a reduction in pattern size of
WV( which doubling the accelerating voltage would
produce in the usual type tube, the voltage with
use of the intensifier electrode reduces pattern size
only 1870. BLACK and WHITE screen. Silver
intensifier -electrode bands deposited on inside walls
of glass blank.

Type 94-11-T-9" Tube
Intensifier -electrode Teletron with improved focus-
ing and modulating characteristics. Provides same
sensitivity and image size advantages as smaller
type. New DuMont egg -shaped blank provides in-
creased strength of glass envelope, to counteract
high vacuum and atmospheric pressure with a more
than generous margin of safety. BLACK and
WHITE screen.

Write for Data
Bulletins 5-1 and 9-1 covering complete de-
scriptions and characteristics of these intensi-
fier -type tubes, sent on request. Other bul-
letins on tubes, oscillographs, electronic
switch and television receivers available.

01410
SO YOU SEE
AS WELL AS HEAR

60%
INCREASE IN
DEFLECTION

SENSITIVITY

Type 54-11-T-5" In-
tensifier -type cathode
ray tube or Teletr
for television applic
tions.

Type 94-11-T-9" In-
tensifier -type cathode
ray tube with new egg
shaped glass blank for
maximum safety factor.

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

PASSAIC NEW JERSEY
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VO VETERAN WIRELESS OPERATORS

ASSOCIATION NEWS

W. J. McGONIGLE, President RCA Building, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York, N. Y. H. H. PARKER, Secretary

MEDAL OF ACHIEVEMENT

IN REPLY to our letter informing him of
the award of the first Marconi Memorial
Gold Medal of Achievement to him for out-
standing accomplishments in the communi-
cations field by a former radio operator,
Mr. Sarnoff wrote: "I thank you, and
through you the Board of Directors of the
Veteran Wireless Operators Association,
for the great honor tendered me. I accept
with pleasure and Mrs. Sarnoff and I will
be delighted to be present at the Fourteenth
Annual Dinner -Cruise of the Veteran
Wireless Operators Association on Satur-
day evening, February 11, 1939, at the
Hotel Astor. We look forward with pleas-
ure to seeing you on that occasion. With
cordial greetings, Sincerely yours,
(Signed) David Sarnoff."

AWARDS

IN ADDITION to the award of our Marconi
Memorial Gold Medal of Achievement to
Mr. Sarnoff the following awards will also
be made:

Silver Commemorative medals to Jack
Binns, hero of the Republic -Florida dis-
aster in 1909 and to Ted Haubner, hero of
the Arapahoe in 1909 and the man who
first used SOS as a signal of distress when
that ship was in trouble off Cape Hatteras.
In each case the Commemorative Medal is
awarded to mark the Thirtieth Anniversary
of the heroic incidents. Both recipients
will be present to accept their awards and
the proceedings will be carried by an NBC
network. Captain Sealby, master of the
Republic at the time of disaster, will be
present and Captain Ruspini, master of the
Florida at that time, has been invited to
attend.

Marconi Memorial Scrolls of Honor will
be awarded to: Patrick Chapman, hero of
the flying boat Cavalier disaster in January
of this year ; Ernest Krenkel, hero of the
Russion Ice -Floe party which remained
aboard an ice -floe for over a year studying
weather conditions, during all of which time
Mr. Krenkel maintained daily contact with
the outside world; Andrew Hamilton
Radio Officer abroad the rescue ship Esso
Baytown, for his fine work in keeping the
world informed of the rescue of the Cava-
lier's officers and passengers ; Sergeant
Morgan of the United States Army Signal
Corps for his heroic work in Alaska dur-
ing an epidemic and also for his outstand-
ing work in keeping the world informed
of the Post -Rogers flight disaster ; Richard
Stoddart, Radio Officer of the Hughes
Round -the -World Flight who maintained
continuous radio communication during the
fastest round -the -world trip in history;
Charles Hogger, Russian Radio Officer who
received a medal from the Czarina of Rus-
sia about the time of the World War for
his heroic radio work ; Papas Theodorou,
Radio Officer aboard a Greek freighter

which broke in two and sank in mid -At-
lantic, whose heroic efforts saved all the
crew but himself. For further details of
these awards consult our 1939 Year Book.

HONORARY PRESIDENT

WE ARE PLEASED to announce the acceptance
by Dr. Lee de Forest of the office of Hon-
orary President in our Association. In
accepting Dr. de Forest said: "Be assured
that I greatly appreciate the high honor
which the Board of Directors of the
Veteran Wireless Operators Association
has extended to me, the office of Honorary
President of the Association. I accept this
office with sincere gratification.

"Enclosed find draft of my message of
greeting to the Association on the occasion
of the Annual Dinner -Cruise in New York.
February 11th.

"Wishing the Veteran Wireless Oper-
ators Association long life and continued
usefulness, Very cordially yours, (Signed)
Lee de Forest."

Dr. de Forest's message of greeting fol-
lows :
"Fellow Veterans, Pioneers in Wireless :

"It's great honor you have done me in
electing me your Honorary President, a
tribute which I value more than words can
express.

"'Deep as first love,' sings the poet,
Tennyson ; and so deep, because first in
my active life is the love I bear, and have
borne for the past 36 years, for the Wire-
less Telegraph and for those fine fellow
pioneers who labored with me to first
launch over the Atlantic waves those mys-
terious ether waves.

"To me those boys, now grown gray
(and so many gone, alas), remain always
the young, bright, cheery optimists, willing
and ready to make any sacrifice, face any
danger, in the cause of that great Adven-
ture, which we knew and enthusiastically,
devotedly loved-as 'Wireless.' I can still
hear Baskerville's delicious Southern ac-
cent as he pronounced it : `Wahle3s.'

"Then there was Barnhart, my very
first operator, and Pop Athern, Mac Hor-
ton (God bless them, if still alive)-Isbell,
Pannill, 'Sunny Jim' Easton, Henry
Hughes, Harry Brown, Marriott, Pickerill,
Blaney, lovable, candid Harry Shoemaker,
Midgley, dear A. Y. Tuel, George Lewis,
pungent George Clark-and others too many
to list separately, all in my own Organiza-
tion (or its successor or allies). And out-
standing in the then rival Company, Dave
Sarnoff, Bill McGonigle, and Costigan, and
others whom I didn't know personally, but
had abundant reason to remember and cuss
for honest QRM !

"Far indeed have the lengthening years
travelled since those days, and far in-
deed has that primitive art as we be-
ginners knew it developed into the magnifi-
cent network of Radio Communications

which today enlaces the globe. Justly
proud are we Veterans to have intimately
witnessed this incredible advance, to have
had active, personal hand in this develop-
ment, matchless in all the annals of scien-
tific progress. Because we deeply felt,
away back there in the early years of this
century, that the seas on which we were
embarking were as boundless as they were
uncharted ; that mystery and strange allure
and great Adventure beckoned us on.

"And so tonight to pause for a spell,
to look back along the track we have sailed,
to realize whence we embarked and over
what majestic, albeit storm -tossed waters
we have come, ever sailing, into the West
and toward the Sunset-brings to us all a
quiet joy, the satisfaction of duty faithfully
performed, of work, often faulty, but on the
whole well done-which is more valued
than present ease or riches.

"The Annals of the Veteran Wireless
Operators Association are glowing ones,
bright -starred with names and deeds of
heroic sacrifice. We have a Record which
as high heritage we can pass on to our
successors with deep satisfaction and pride,
confident that this fine tradition will be
carried on.

"Too soon, alas, will come the Dog
Watch-too soon will sound: Eight Bells.
So here's a toast, Me Hearties, to the
V.W.O.A.!

"And from my heart -73,
(Signed) Lee de Forest."

"STORM"

BY THE WAY did any of you Wireless
Heroes see the motion picture called the
"Storm"? It was a WOW. Often, many
of us wanted to sock the Skipper on the
jaw but, somehow, at the moment, it never
seemed to be the right thing to do.

BOSTON DESPATCHES

AS A RESULT of the annual revolution the
Boston forces are now under the command
of R. F. Trop, Chairman, Massachusetts
Radio and Telegraph School, 18 Boylston
St.; Mark L. MacAdam, Vice -Chairman,
Brockton Police Department ; B. McCar-
thy, Secretary and Treasurer ; Entertain-
ment Committee ; McAdam, Cowie of
WEEI and James J. Green of the Brook-
line Police. Membership and By -Laws :
Guy R. Entwistle, 18 Boylston Street, A. J.
Prior of WJAR, Providence, and J. Loy -
all, RCA, Boston. Mass. Ways and
Means Committee : J. A. Loyall, Chairman,
Henri Jappe, 40 Corn Hill, and Ed. Tier-
ney of the Cambridge Police.

The Boston forces under the energetic
leadership of General Trop are expected to
take Boston on the night of February 11th.
The exact whereabouts seem known to the

(Continued on. page 51)
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INDUCTIVE TUNING

(Continued from page 12)

ing leads. The actual voltage E avail-
able at the input of the vacuum tube
will, therefore, be reduced considerably
by E2, the inductive drop across the
variable condenser and leads, as shown
in Fig. 2. If, on the other hand, a vari-
able -inductance device is used to reson-
ate with a small highly stable fixed con-
denser designed for minimum induct-
ance, considerably higher voltages
would be available in a tuned circuit of
this type. At the high -frequency end of
the tuning range, the ratio of desired to
undesired reactance is considerably in-
creased. The input voltage to the
vacuum tube would be available across
the points shown in Fig. 3 wherein the
inductance of the capacitive leg of the
parallel circuit would be kept at an ab-
solute minimum. An inductance -tuning
device involving principles wherein
high -gain circuits of this type are en-
tirely practical at relatively high fre-
quencies, is described in the following
paragraphs.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

The continuously variable inductance
(CVI) system makes use of a rigid
coil which rotates on its own axis driven
by a direct or geared shaft. A contactor
is constrained to slide directly along the
length of the coil wire whenever the
coil is rotated. This contactor is
mounted in a small carriage which is
allowed to slide along the axis of the coil
and is moved in this direction by a small
insulated pulley, grooved to follow the
convolutions of the wire. When the
coil is rotated for tuning, the carriage
and likewise the contactor, is moved in a
direction parallel to the coil axis, de-
pending upon the direction of rotation.
A rod, likewise parallel to the coil axis
acts as the guide for the motion of the
carriage. The carriage assembly itself
is compressed between the guide rod
and the coil form, maintaining a light
pressure between the contactor and the
wire on the coil.

The contactor itself takes the form of
a small bifurcated phosphor bronze
spring having two parallel nibs which
ride on the outside diameter of the coil
conductor. The contactor spring it-
self is not called upon to perform any
mechanical function other than that of
supplying the continuous contact at all
times. The bifurcated contact spring
greatly improves the contact reliability
of this device and hence enables reduc-
tion in required pressure due to the
double contacting arrangement. Any
minute obstruction on the outside sur-
face of the wire under conditions of
single contact, might cause a break in
the direct continuity but with the double

contact arrangement such irregularities
have little or no effect.

Grid and ground contacts are picked
up at the opposite ends of the coil. The
contactor itself operates at ground po-
tential and determines by its position,
the grounded or low -potential end of the
tuned circuit. The unused portion of the
coil is grounded at all times and the
upper limit of tuning range is determined
by the natural period of the unused por-
tion of the coil when the contactor
approaches the grid end. Voltage is

Circuit of tuning system.

picked up at the high potential or grid
end of the inductor through a contactor
mounted on a small insulating strip
suitably spaced from the grounded end
plate. This connects to an "end" or
minimum inductance which, in turn, is
connected into the resonant circuit in
the regular manner. This end induct -

(Continued on page 491

TELEVISION LAB

(Continued from page 30)
The testing laboratory, put in opera-

tion under the joint direction of W. M.
Perkins and M. G. Nicholson, has been
enlarged to accommodate the demands
for its many services to television set
manufacturers in the pioneer production
stages of home video equipment. The
television proving grounds are available
to receiver firms desiring to gauge the
efficiency of circuits and equipment. All
facilities are gratis, being so provided
by National Union as a contribution to
the video art's development and ad-
vancement.

DUMONT TELEVISION

(Continued from page 39)

One carrier is modulated by the video
signal alone, and the other one is modu-
lated by the three remaining signals,
the sweeps and the audio in distinct
narrow channels. These three signals
remain distinct from one another by the
use of appropriate subcarriers.

The camera tube for converting the
pictures into the so-called video signals
may assume several conventional forms,
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though very promising results have
been obtained with the use of a special
type of photoelectric mosaic tube em-
ploying electrostatic deflection. This
type of deflection is considerably more
desirable where it is planned to vary
the style of scanning raster. With cer-
tain types of scanning it will be desir-
able to provide black levels on the pic-
ture signals to eliminate undesirable
portions of the return traces, but these
blanking pulses need not be of greater
height than just sufficient to cause ex-
tinction of the beam, for there is no need
of their use for synchronizing pulses,
with the complex amplitude and fre-
quency filtering at the receiver. With
such a video signal it is feasible to util-
ize full hundred percent modulation of
the ultra -high -frequency carrier with
efficient picture producing signal. It is
unnecessary to sacrifice twenty to twen-
ty-five percent of this very broad chan-
nel for the purpose of synchronizing
pulses.

The sweep signal generators shown
here provide sinusoidal wave shapes of
60 cycles per second and 6615 cycles per
second respectively for the vertical and
horizontal scanning. This type of signal
is rather easily handled in selective -filter
circuits, and can be modified by a sim-
ple resistance -capacitance rectifier net-
work into the more conventional saw -
tooth waveform which is very efficient
in accomplishing uniform coverage of
the screen area.

It is necessary to provide a suitable
and simple means of transmitting the
sweep signals and the audio voltages in-
dependently. The low sweep is used to
modulate the output of a 15 -kilocycle os-
cillator. The high sweep in turn is used
to modulate the output of a 25 -kilo-
cycle oscillator. The audio signals gen-
erated in a conventional manner by mi-
crophone supply the third channel which
has a frequency band from 0 to 10 kilo-
cycles. These three signals are com-
bined and used to modulate the power
output of a 60 -megacycle carrier oscilla-
tor. The 57 -megacycle carrier and the
60 -megacycle carrier are subsequently
fed to a radiating antenna system.

Fig. 2 shows the double -carrier re-
ceiver for use with this transmitting sys-
tem. It accepts the antenna signals
with a radio -frequency stage having a
band pass of 56 to 62 megacycles. The
first detector mixes this compound sig-
nal with the output of a local 65 -mega-
cycle oscillator, and delivers the sig-
nals to tuned intermediate -frequency cir-
cuits. The video second detector re-
ceives only those potentials intended to
modulate the grid of the receiving ca-
thode-ray tube. The other selectively
tuned intermediate -frequency stage is
followed by a second detector which de-
livers the three original signals through
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performance. Lingo "Tube" Ra-
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LINGO

tuned filters and third detectors in the
cases of the sweeps and directly through
a filter to the loudspeaker in the case
of the sound signals. Simple wave-
form modifying networks deliver the de-
flecting voltages to the plates of the
cathode-ray tube.

It can be seen that there are no criti-
cal local adjustments to be made to this
receiver, after it is once lined up prop-
erly with regard to the filters. A single
tuning control is sufficient for both chan-
nels. The problem of satisfactory auto-
matic signal level control is easily solved
since the output of the filter for the
high -frequency sweep remains of con-
stant signal strength and does not
change at all as the picture subject mat-
ter varies. A circuit can be provided
in the video output to obtain brightness
regulation of the picture with changes
in the d -c background level of the pic-
ture signal.

With these band-pass systems in the
receiver it can readily be seen that small
variations in the scanning signals are im-
mediately followed by the beam in the
receiving tube to maintain faithful pic-
ture reproduction. With a somewhat
wider channel in each band, though
keeping the same general principles, re-
ceiving sets may be produced having
great flexibility as to the types of scan-
ning signals they may accept, and con-
sequently a high-fidelity receiver can
also be employed without any change to
observe the transmission from a low -
definition experimental station so long
as each station employs identical sub-
carriers and maintains uniform separa-
tion between its assigned carrier fre-
quencies. All of the critical equipment
is located at the transmitting station
where it justly belongs, leaving the re-
ceiver simple to operate and inexpensive
as contrasted with circuits containing
complete sweep oscillators with their
associated control features.

Fig. 3 presents an alternative method
of transmitting the four necessary sig-
nals for this television system. It em-
ploys only one ultra -high -frequency car-
rier. The two sweep signals have their
subcarriers as before and a mixer com-
bines the two modulated subcarriers
with the audio -channel signals. Now
this composite signal is used to modulate
an intermediate subcarrier of three
megacycles which can then be suitably
combined with the output of the video
channel. Finally, the single ultra -high-
frequency carrier is modulated and ra-
diated. This method offers certain ad-
vantages regarding the ultra -high fre-
quencies. Design of a single antenna
system is simplified when it is not re-
quired to radiate two carriers as in the
first method, but merely to radiate the
one carrier with its somewhat broader
modulation. Only one ultra-high-fre-
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quency power amplifier is required.
The receiver for this single -carrier

system is shown in Fig. 4. It utilizes a
conventional superheterodyne circuit
through the second detector, except for
the use of the broad band pass neces-
sary for television reception. At this
point a low-pass filter isolates the video
signals and feeds them to the cathode-
ray -tube grid. The band-pass interme-
diate -frequency stage selects the compo-
site signals still superposed on the three-
megacycle subcarrier which is then
demodulated by the third detector. The
respective filters further isolate the sig-
nals and deliver the sweep signals
through the fourth detectors and the
sound signals to the loudspeaker. Again
the automatic -signal -level control is
taken from the constant -amplitude
source in the channel of the high sweep
frequency.

The relative merits of these two
transmission systems will be more fully
revealed by further definite field tests of
each system.

These illustrative figures which have
been presented should clarify the major
principles of the system, and now it is of
interest to consider the important advan-
tages of this system over other con-
temporary systems. Of major impor-
tance is the ability to transmit high -defi-
nition pictures with a reduced fre-
quency band. This simplifies the re-
quirements at both the transmitter and
the receiver. It allows radio spectrum
space for more television stations. It
makes it possible to transmit signals on
carrier frequencies with hundreds of
miles range, though it is well understood
that fading and phase errors become
more ominous with increased transmis-
sion distance. With a six -megacycle
peak -modulating frequency it is essen-
tial to use ultra -short-wave carriers in
the region of sixty megacycles which
are nearly limited to the optical hori-
zon, but with the video peak frequen-
cies halved, it is impossible to utilize
carriers with a world-wide range.

It is important to point out here just
how this video -frequency reduction is
accomplished in this system without a
sacrifice in definition. The system makes
practical the use of interlace ratios as
high as four and six. With the syn-
chronizing -pulse method of controlling
local oscillators at the receiver, this is
very difficult if not absolutely unreli-
able. With proper equipment, the high-
er interlace patterns can be controlled
at the transmitter, and the method
herein described provides the identical
scanning system at the receiving sta-
tion. Let us illustrate what we mean
by an interlace ratio of four by a speci-
fic example. To maintain freedom from
apparent flicker it is satisfactory to util-
ize fractional scanning at the rate of



sixty vertical traverses or fields per
second. If the horizontal scanning fre-
quency is accurately enough controlled,
the scanning can be made to occur so
that the entire system of lines is com-
pleted at a repetition rate of fifteen per
second. The frame frequency is fifteen
per second, providing fifteen completed
pictures each second, yet the fractional
scanning frequency is sufficiently high
to maintain persistence of vision, and
the frame frequency of fifteen is high
enough to provide adequate continuity
of motion of moving objects. By main-
taining the field frequency of sixty and
reducing the frame frequency to fifteen
instead of thirty, as with the 441 -line
two -to -one interlaced pictures, the video
frequency band is halved without sacri-
fice in either horizontal or vertical defi-
nition.

Use of single -side -band transmission
is of course possible with this system
which will reduce the required fre-
quency band on the air to one -quarter of
that of existing systems.

Another advantage of the DuMont
system is the assurance of synchronism
if signals are received at all. There is
no local adjustment of auxiliary con-
trols. Furthermore, the receivers are
capable of responding to several scan-
ning systems in turn from successive
sending stations. This wide versatility
of receiving equipment should do much
to foster valuable experimentation in
new phases of television.

In the spirit of true research it is
realized that this system can only stand
on the merits of results of extensive
field trials which are under way. Our
laboratory tests indicate that this sys-
tem is entirely feasible, and preliminary
tests over the air substantiate these con-
clusions.

TELEVISION ECONOMICS
(Continued front page 20)

the carrier -frequency -control circuits.
The oscillator is followed by a group of
buffer amplifiers and a final power am-
plifier. Modulation is accomplished dur-
ing video transmission by connecting
the grids of the power -amplifier tubes to
the modulator plates. Present practice
involves the insertion of the d -c com-
ponent of the signal, corresponding to
the average brightness of the picture, in
the form of a variable carrier output.
The modern transmitter is so arranged
that it can be disassembled to carry it
through buildings prior to reassembly.
The by-passing of the power supply to
video transmitters require particular at-
tention, since very low impedance at
video frequencies is desirable in the rec-
tifier and filter circuits.

Transmitters meeting the presently
proposed American standards require

MILLER 100-LR

REPRODUCER for
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Perfectly flat response over entire recording
frequency range permitting predetermined equal-
ization. Reproduction so perfect that the Miller
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frequency records and cutting heads.
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weight adjustment allowing weight at the needle
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Lower needle point impedance than any other
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BROADCASTERS
WHAT WOULDN'T YOU GIVE
FOR A QUALITY METER?

The loud speaker in the control
room by which you balance your
pick-up, place your mike and con-
trol your program, is the only
QUALITY Meter you've got !
Put your QUALITY "right over
to the pin" with this one . . . .

by the originator of this new type
of two-way loud speaker system,
a pioneer broadcaster himself
(WDAS, 1923).

Remember, the fidelity in your
transmission depends upon the
difference between naturalness and
your monitoring loud speaker's
characteristics.

Know, accurately, what degree
of fidelity you really are trans-
mitting!
Response: Natural (that says it all.)
Freq. Range 30-15000 cycles, all funda-

mentals.
Harmonic Generation: Undetectable by a

trained ear, even when listening to a
pure tone input.

Dimensions: 28" x 18%2" on the floor,
57" high.

Weight: 290 lbs.
Expensive? Moderately so, but you may

never have to discard it for a better one.

SAMUEL A. WAITE
306 No. Oakhurst Drive, Beverly Hills. Calif.

partial suppression of one side band,
generally by means of a suitable filter
in the output circuit.

The method of rating the transmitter,
in view of the peculiarities of video
transmission of the vestigial -side -band
variety, will require general agreement.
It is obviously not strictly comparable to
that of audio transmitters.

In the selection of transmitter power,
it is present practice to require a signal
of about 1 my /m at distances between
30 and 45 miles. The lower the carrier
frequency, the greater the likely inter-
ference range of the transmitter, the
more likely occasional "freak" ranges,
and the greater the reception difficulties
from atmospheric disturbances; on the
other hand, the less the urban absorp-
tion and the. greater the available output
power.

The transmitter alone is not the
major item in a television installation,
since the camera chains for studio oper-
ation with their associated gear will
cost several times as much as a small
transmitter. The presently proposed
American standards appear unlikely to
be obsolesced rapidly unless unforeseen
technical or commercial conditions arise.
C-2. Audio Transmitters

Essentially the audio transmitter asso-
ciated with a television broadcast is a
conventional uhf sound -broadcasting
transmitter. Experiments have been
carried out to determine the extent to
which electrical disturbances affect the
picture and the sound for various
radiated powers; and the necessary and
available selectivity in receivers for pic-
ture and sound has been determined ex-
perimentally. As a result of such studies
it has been found that the audio -trans-
mitter power should be about the same
as the video -transmitter power.

The audio transmitter will be of high
fidelity, covering not only a wide fre-
quency range (e.g., up to 15,000 cycles)
but having low harmonic distortion (a
few percent). Its overall utility will be
determined in part by government
policy in permitting, or not permitting,
the use of the audio transmitter alone
for commercial sound and facsimile
broadcasting during hours when the
video transmitter is not on the air (that
is, when no television material is avail-
able).

Certain radical improvements in
sound transmission and reception, not
hitherto deemed practical on medium-
frequency broadcasting, will become
available on uhf sound broadcasting.
These factors may lead to a relatively
rapid obsolescence or required modifica-
tion of the audio transmitters.

To permit tuning of the receiver to
picture and sound by a single knob, the
audio and video transmitters have a con-
stant difference of frequency in each
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Announcing
NEW AMPLIFIER GAIN INDICATOR
MONARCH announces a new Amplifier
Gain Indicator to measure the overall
gain and frequency characteristics of any
power amplifier.
Outstanding features of this instrument
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1. Reading directly in decibels!
2. No figuring necessary.
3. No accessories required other than

a signal source.
4. Guaranteed accurate to within

I db.
5. Ruggedly built to withstand con-
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Ask for Bulletin
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channel (4.5 me at present). Accord-
ing to present practice, it would seem
that adjacent channels for television
must be made usable in some localities
and that transmitter cutoff and receiver
selectivity must be engineered with this
requirement in mind. This emphasizes
the fundamental fact that the economics
of transmitter and receiver design de-
pend in large measure on the frequency -
allocation plan and regional assignments
which may be adopted.

(To be continued)

TELEVISION RECEIVER
(Continued front page 36)

trostatic focus and magnetic deflection.
Some of the larger European tubes em-
ploy magnetic focus and magnetic de-
flection, and American tube makers are
at present examining the merits of this
combination.

A brief description of an experimental
television receiver, built by Mr. M. G.
Nicholson and the author, may be of
interest. The receiver in question was
planned, not so much with the idea of
constructing a receiver to be used for
entertainment purposes, but rather to
form the basis of an experimental study.

This receiver is so arranged that
either single -dial or two -dial tuning
may be used at will. That is to say, the
sound and picture intermediate frequen-
cies are selected so that the use of a
common oscillator and first detector may
be employed for tuning purposes, or at
the flick of a switch a separate oscillator
and first detector set-up may be cut in to
allow independent tuning of either the
picture or the sound receiver. The pic-
ture i-f was selected as starting at 10
megacycles and extending to 12.5 mega-
cycles. The sound i-f was arranged to
be approximately 8.25 megacycles. Thus
when operating as a single -dial receiver,
tuning in the sound program automatic-
ally adjusts the picture receiver to ac-
cept the picture carrier, two megacycles
of the upper sideband and a portion of
the lower sideband. When the picture
and sound receivers are tuned inde-
pendently:, it is possible to select either
the upper or lower sideband of the pic-
ture transmission, or make use of
double-sideband reception without in-
terfering with sound reception. The
sound receiver proper consists of two
stages of 8.25 megacycles, i-f amplifica-
tion, diode second detection and diode
avc action with one stage of a -f ampli-
fication, and then into a phase inverter
and push-pull output stage. The band-
pass of the sound receiver is approxi-
mately 100 kc, and consequently does
not impose any extreme stability re-
quirement on the oscillator.

The picture i-f amplifier is a three -
stage affair, making use of six tuned

NEW PRESTO RECORDER ADDS
SOUND TO HOME MOVIES

With this new Presto model M recorder you can record sound as you take
your home movies-then reproduce the sound as the picture is projected. Two
12", dual speed (78 and 331A RPM) turntables enable you to record and play-
back records continuously, without interruption. The amplifier has a two
position mixer to permit recording simultaneously from two microphones
or to dub in background music and sound effects with the voice of the
commentator. The entire equipment is mounted in a single carrying case
which measures 10" x 15" x 35" and weighs 62 lbs.

Write for folder giving full description of the* * * * * * * * * *Presto model M recorder and its many uses.

PREST RECORDING CORP.
245 W. 55th St., New York, N.Y.

. . . and
THAT ENDED THE

GIANT
PROBLEM
Remarkable The old familiar fable of "Jack and the Bean-
stalk"-the hen and the golden eggs-the big money -bags
retrieved by little Jack-and the fall of the giant!
Yet, in most fields of incustry it is equally quite remarkable to note that RELAYS
by GUARDIAN possess the power to overcome many gigantic tasks, where like

the overgrown ogre, bulky electrical controls or mechanical methods are too
unwieldy, too slow, too power -consuming to prevail against product design problems
that RELAYS by GUARDIAN take in easy stride.
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RELAYS by GUARDIAN
Improve your product. Eliminate excessive mechanisms. Make

your machine more responsive, more efficient, less costly, more

salable. Get maximum control in minimum space with Relays by
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Write for Catalog "C" Today!
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Callite Products, pioneer in FLUORESCENT
MATERIALS, now has available, for immediate
delivery, SILICATES and TUNGSTATES, in all
colors in the spectrum, for Cathode Ray Television
Tube applications. Callite engineers will be glad to
cooperate with you in finding the proper fluorescent
material for your tube design.

CALLITE LEAD-IN WIRES
OF TUNGSTEN-MOLYBDENUM-KULGRID

Accept no inferior substitutes. For
more detailed information write to
engineering department. Your in-
quiries are invited.

Tungsten in Callite Hard Glass Welds is processed to
give compact fibrous structure free from longitudinal
cracks and is centerless ground to eliminate surface im-
perfections.

Molybdenum supports are rigid and maintain proper
alignment of tube parts. Only pure metals of best
quality are used.

Kulgrid 'C' Strand does not oxidize, does not become
brittle, and welds more readily to tungsten and copper.

CALLITE PRODUCTSDIVISION
EISLER ELECTRIC CORP. LEI 39th ST. UNION CITY, N. I.

UNIVERSAL HANDI-MIKES
and HAND SETS

Handi-mikes in single and double button,
crystal and dynamic models. Streamlined
in appearance; the latest in scientific
precision. Hand sets, single and double
button for call systems, five meter trans-
mitters and five meter transceivers, etc.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
424 WARREN LANE INGLEWOOD, CALIF., U. S. A.

"300" SERIES
A COMPLETE NEW LINE OF

SMALL PLUGS-SOCKETS
2 CONTACTS TO 33 CONTACTS

PLUGS WITH CAPS mm PLUGS WITH BRACKETS

SOCKETS WITH CAPS SOCKETS WITH BRACKETS

Ask for Bulletin 300

HOWARD B. JONES
2300 WABANSIA AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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circuits, all -told. The converter tube
plate operates into an i-f transformer
having two over -coupled circuits, heavi-
ly damped, the output of this transform-
er feeding the grid of the first i-f am-
plifier tube. This i-f amplifier tube then
operates into a single tuned stage, prop-
erly damped, and tuned so as to fill in
the hollow of the first i-f transformer
response characteristic. The plate of the
second i-f amplifier tube operates into
an i-f transformer made up of two over -
coupled, heavily damped, tuned circuits
which feed the grid of the third i-f am-
plifier tube. The plate circuit of the
third i-f stage is a single tuned circuit,
heavily damped, and tuned to fill in the
hollow exhibited by the response curve
of the preceding transformer. This last -
tuned circuit feeds the grid of an 1851
operated as a biased detector. The plate
circuit of the second detector incorpor-
ates a load resistance and low-pass filter
which eliminates the i-f carrier fre-
quency before the composite video sig-
nal is applied to the grids of the video
amplifier and sync separation unit.

The video amplifier itself is a two -
stage affair, designed to be flat in fre-
quency response, and have negligible
departure from linear phase shift, up to
approximately 3.5 megacycles. An 1851
constitutes the first stage, and a 6V6G
the second or output stage. The 6V6G
is used in order to have sufficient output
voltage to swing the grid of the cath-
ode-ray tube over its entire modulation
characteristic, which, in the case of a
nine -inch tube, means approximately
thirty volts peak to peak.

As the video amplifier is capacity -
coupled, restoration of the d -c compo-
nent of the signal is necessary and is
accomplished at the grid of the cathode-
ray tube by means of a half -wave recti-
fier operating on the blanking pulses of
the signal.

The nine -inch tube employed is of the
electrostatic focus, magnetic deflection
type. Horizontal and vertical sweeps
circuits employed follow conventional
practice for magnetic deflection. That
is to say, a vacuum -tube blocking oscil-
lator, in conjunction with a vacuum
discharge tube is employed for saw -tooth
generation, and finally an otuput tube,
functioning simultaneously as an ampli-
fier and wave -form modifier, completes
the unit.

The sync signal separation unit ob-
tains the composite television signal di-
rectly from the second detector and first
passes it through an amplifier to raise
the level before impressing it on the
grid of a "clipper" tube where the video
component is removed. After clipping,
the remaining signal is applied to the
grids of two tubes-one operating as a
horizontal pulse output tube and the
other as a vertical pulse integrator out-
put tube.
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INDUCTIVE TUNING

(Continued from page 42)

ance takes the form of a coil of heavy
wire having a diameter of approxi-
mately V2" and from 1 to 7 turns de-
pending upon the tuning range re-
quired. This coil is adjustable and is
somewhat analagous to the trimming
condenser used for the minimum ca-
pacity adjustment on a variable con-
denser. The end inductance is adjusted
correctly for the high -frequency track-
ing and determines the high -frequency
limit of the coil resonated with a fixed
condenser.

The coil rotates on a copper shaft
which connects to the coil end ring and
to the ground contactor; and is main-
tained at ground potential. This shaft
rotates in suitable insulated bearings so
as to maintain a low noise level for
high -frequency operation in receivers.

In multiple -section units, the shaft is
cut to length depending upon the num-
ber of units required and each induct-
ance section mounts between end plates

directly on the shaft. With a single
knob, a direct -drive mechanism is thus
obtained with a multiplicity of full revo-
lutions, depending upon the required
coverage of the tuning unit. The units
are adaptable to several types of dial
mechanisms with a spiral dial calibra-

(Continued on page 51)

SINGLE- SIDEBAND
TRANSMITTER

(Continued from page 11)

scale and it is evident that the selectivity
is sufficient to allow side frequencies to
be separated if they are 100 cycles or
more from the carrier. The suppression
of the 100 -cycle component in the un-
wanted sideband is about 22 db, while
that of 200 cycles is approximately 44
db. The very sharp corner on this fre-
quency characteristic is obtained by
using a parallel resonant circuit in series
with the plate coupling resistor of the
first amplifier stage in Fig. 8. This cir-
cuit is tuned to resonance at the low
edge of the passed band and greatly re-
duces the tendency of the characteristic
to round off at this point.

The remaining stages of modulation
and amplification are of conventional de-
sign and present no serious problems.
The next carrier frequency at 440 kilo-
cycles differs from the near edge of the
desired sideband by 20 kilocycles, and
consequently an ordinary i-f trans -

Frequency Measuring Service
Many stations find this exact measuring service
of great value for routine observation of trans-
mitter performance and for accurately calibrat-
ing their own monitors.

MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year

R.C.A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Dept.

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

66 BROAD STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

TRY THIS ON YOUR "TROUBLE SPOTS"
Thanks to its revolutionary new design, the IRC Attenuator is quiet
and stays quiet. Announced only seven months ago, it has
already been enthusiastically accepted by prominent broadcasting
engineers and stet ons. Time and again it has proved its superi-
ority in the most exacting applications. . . . The unique molded
commutator type switching mechanism with its 4 -finger beryllium
copper contact represents an outstanding advance in the art of
amazingly smooth, permanently quiet attenuation. Noise is still
further reduced by use of the famous IRC "Silent Spiral" clock
spring connector and the equally well-known IRC Insulated Metal-
lized or Wire Wound Resistors. Write today for IRC Engineering

Data Sheets No. 5 giving full technical details.

IRC TYPE A-21, 20 STEP

ATTENUATOR
415 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
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HOYT METERS

A new addition to the Hoyt line
is this Illuminated Dial Milliam-
meter in a square 4W' bakelite
case. It will find wide use in
laboratory, shop, and field work
as well as in production jigs, P.A.,
and industrial applications.
Builder of meters since 1904 Hoyt
today offers the result of this ex-
perience in a complete line of
rugged, dependable, accurate in-
struments in a wide variety of
sizes, shapes and ranges. Square
meters are offered in 21/i. VA and
41/, inch bakelite cases. Round
instruments are available in 2,
3, 4, 6 and 9 inch metal and bake-
lite cases.
A copy of the Hoyt Reference
Catalog for your files will be sent
immediately upon request.

BURTON-ROGERS CO.
857 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.

Sales Div. Hoyt Eler W,rk,

STREAMLINED . . .

A NEW STUDIO RECORDER

RADIOTONE PR -20

As streamlined in action as appear.
ance, the Radiotone PR -20 allows every
changeover at the flick of a finger-
inside-out to outside -in, change from
78 to 331/3 RPM, lines per inch from
90 to 125. Line spreader and microme-
ter adjustment of cutting head are

extra values. The PR -20 is vibration -

free and "wow" -free, because of heavy
construction. Specially balanced syn-

chronous motor. This 16" studio re-

corder offers the maximum of operat-
ing ease, plus unbelievable fidelity, at
moderate price.

Q)2411 0r00114& dna
7356 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
620 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

former will separate them quite easily.
In the case of the last modulator, the
carrier and the desired sideband differ
by 440 kilocycles so that the separation
is even more simple.

The stability of the first oscillator is
of course a matter of great importance.
However, if a gas -regulated power
supply is used and only normal varia-
tions of room temperature are experi-
enced, the drift in this frequency will
ordinarily amount to only a few cycles
in the course of a day's work. It can
easily be adjusted to the proper value by
unbalancing the modulator and measur-
ing its output with a vacuum -tube volt-
meter. The frequency is then varied
until the response is down by about 8
db from that obtained when the fre-
quency is tuned to the flat part of the
passed band.

This transmitter has proved very
satisfactory in the course of the tests
made upon it during the development
work. It is easy to adjust and operate
and contains no elements that are either
expensive, unusual, or troublesome in
any way.

CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
from page U)

more suitable for accurate measurement.
A frequency controlled oscillator can

be used to resupply carrier to a single
or double-sideband transmission, pro-
vided a sufficient amount of carrier has
been transmitted for proper control. It
can be used also to detect frequency -
modulated signals'.

The action of a synchronous motor
can be analyzed in terms similar to those
in a frequency controlled oscillator. A
method of making any rotating machine
perform in a synchronous manner thus
presents itself in which the synchroniz-
ing elements are almost entirely elec-
tronic.

In certain applications where the
amplitudes of the oscillator and control -

Now From Littelfuse Comes
the "World's Smallest!'

It took over three years of research
and development work to produce
this new 1/1000 amp. vacuum en-
closed VIDEO LITTELFUSE. It
is the most sensitive and has the
lowest rated capacity of any fuse
ever made. The applications are in
television, "life-saver" circuits, and
the protection of delicate thermo-
couples, bolometers, and galvanome-
ters. Will break 20,000 volts.

0
Do you have use for such a fuse
in your equipment?
If so-when asking for -a sample of
this new world's smallest 1/1000
amp. VIDEO LITTELFUSE, give
full details regarding current, volt-
age, possible surges, etc. Ask about
It TODAY.

ACTUAL
SIZE

LITTELFUSE INCORPORRTED
4242 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO.ILL.

WHEN YOU CHANGE
YOUR ADDRESS

Be sure to notify the Subscription
Department of COMMUNICATIONS
at 19 E. Forty-seventh St., New York
City, giving the old as well as the new
address, and do this at least four weeks
in advance. The Post Office Department
does not forward magazines unless you
pay additional postage, and we cannot
duplicate copies mailed to the old
address. We ask your cooperation.

GET RID OF DIRT THIS SAFE WAY!
Use the IDEAL JUMBO

"3 -in -1" CLEANER
BLOWS - VACUUMS - SPRAYS

It keeps delicate apparatus and adjustments "dirt -free."
The Jumbo blows dry air only-at low pressure-won't
hurt the most delicate machines! It gets fine dust out
of spots inaccessible to ordinary cleaners.
SUPER-POWERED-A full 1 H.P. Motor!
AIR VELOQTY-24,200 ft. per min.
PORTABLE-Goes anywhere.

ASK ABOUT FREE TRIAL DEMONSTRATION

ID

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
IDEAL COMMUTATOR DRESSER COMPANY

1062 PARK AVENUE SYCAMORE, ILLINOIS
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ling voltages are unsteady, the con-
trolling functions can be rendered prac-
tically independent of amplitude by
means of limiters. Frequency control
will then be exercised entirely by phase
difference.
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VWOA NEWS
(Continued from page 41)

local police, but still undetermined at Staff
Headquarters.

From all reports the Boston Doin's will
be considerably BROADER in scope than
New York, and/but, the EVENTS of the
evening will not be as well covered.

Good luck, Boston, we are with you in
Spirits.

INDUCTIVE TUNING
Coliiinucd from page 49)

tion and with this arrangement a cali-
brated dial with markings extending
over 5 or 6 feet of spiral length, may be
used with the continuously variable in-
ductance units. A stop mechanism
mounted either on the back or front end
plate is designed to allow free move-
ment of the coils through a predeter-
mined number of revolutions and in
turn, this mechanism stops the coil ro-
tation near the end of the winding. A
novel stop mechanism and turn counter
has been developed in conjunction .with
this device and this as well as other ap-

 plication problems, will be discussed in
a second article to appear in future.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A typical circuit representing a vari-
able -inductance fixed -capacitance ar-
rangement is shown in Fig. 5. In this
case the end or fixed inductance is repre-

(Continued on page 54)

TELEVISION
REQUIRES THESE TWO INSTRUMENTS

Type 140-A Beat Frequency Generator,
for the design of video amplifiers,
systems, components, etc.

Frequency Range - 20 cycles to 5

megacycles.

Voltage Range -1 millivolt to 32 volts.

Output Voltage constant to ± 2DB.

MAXIMUM Power Output -1 Watt.
LOW Harmonic Content.

-------------  -----------
Type 100-A Q Meter.
Invaluable for design of carrier

frequency circuits, transmission
lines, antennae, dielectrics, r.f.
components, etc.

Frequency Range -50 kilocycles to
50 megacycles.

Q Range 0-500.
Direct reading calibrations.

Write for descriptive circulars

BOONTON RADIO CORPORATION
BoontDn, New Jersey, U.S.A.

GOOD CAPACITORS are fabri-
cated from such ingredients al
"long experience," "quality mate-
rials," and "the integrity of the
maker." Much could be said about
any one of these "components" as
it is found in C -D capacitors.
Cornell-Dubilier prefers to let one
word - "DEPENDABLE" - do
the talking. For in the radio and
electrical industries, C -D has come
to mean "Capacitor Dependabil-
ity." So long as C -D appears on
the capacitors you buy, you can be
sure the vital ingredients are there
-in good measure.
For complete description of the entire
C -D capacitor line, write for Cat. No..
Ito.

Type T Dykanol Filter -

pa ell ors luta' [able in a wide
capacity range at 600, 1000 and
1500 V.D.C.

CAPACITORS
FOR EVERY RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL USE

Pr- -

1=11111111.M11

CORNELL -D UBILIER
ELECTRIC CORPORATION
South Plainfield, New Jersey
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You and your associates
can obtain a year's subscrip-
tion to COMMUNICATIONS
(12 issues) for only $1.00 each
by using the Group Subscrip-
tion Plan.

A regular yearly subscription to COM-
MUNICATIONS costs $2.00 - but
when four or more men sign up at one
time, each one is entitled to the half-
price rate. (Foreign subscribers on the
"G -S -P" only pay $2.00 each).

COMMUNICATIONS
19 E. 47th St., N. Y. C.

Please enter annual subscriptions (12
issues) for each of the undersigned for
which payment is enclosed at the rate
of $1.00 each. (This rate applies only
on 4 or more subscriptions when oc-
cupations are given.) Foreign Sub-
scriptions are $2.00 each.
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Street
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Occupation or title

Employed by
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(State If Manufacturer, Broadcast Station, eta.)

Product
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(State if Manufacturer, Broadcast Station, etc.)
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Street
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Nature of business
(State If Manufacturer, Broadcast Station. ate.)

Product
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Street

City -State

Occupation or title

Employed by

Nature of business
(State If Manufacturer. Broadcast Station, etc.)
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AMPLIFIER TESTING

(Continued front page 26)

mined by multiplying the frequency of
the square wave by the number of full
cycles of the oscillation which occur in
one full period of the square wave. This
number may or may not be fractional.
The logarithmic decrement is defined
as the logarithm of the ratio of any
two successive maxima of the oscilla-
tory wave train (measured from the
average value of the wave train not
from the average of the entire wave).
The wave shown in Fig 15 yields the
following data:

f = 10 f1 = 10,000 cycles
e1

8 = log -= log 2 = .693
e,

the damping factor a = S f- 6930.

LOW -FREQUENCY SQUARE WAVES

A typical circuit having deficient low-
frequeny transmission is shown, with its
characteristics, in Fig. 16. Output
wave forms obtained with square -wave
input at several different frequencies are
shown in Fig. 17. The time constant
(R x C) of the circuit is obtainable di-
rectly from measurements of the output
wave shape, the decay during any half
period being given by the expression :

T
E 2RC

Thus, if either R or C is known the
value of the other may be readily ob-
tained.

NON -SYMMETRICAL SQUARE WAVES

The above discussion has been limited
entirely to waves whose positive and
negative portions occupy equal time in-
tervals and are identical in shape. These
waves contain only odd harmonics.
Waves whose time intervals are unequal
contain even as well as odd harmonics.
The otitput wave shapes obtained with
input waves of the types shown in Figs.
18, 19 and 20 will in most cases be
similar to the wave shapes obtained by
means of symmetrical waves. The shape
of the output wave over the long inter-
val T1 being similar to that obtained by
means of a symmetrical wave whose
period is 2 T, while the shape over the
short interval T2 will be similar to that
obtained by the use of a symmetrical
wave whose period is 2 T2. Thus,
changing the positive and negative time
intervals may be considered equivalent
to using square waves of different fre-
quencies at the same time.

Wave analyses of this type of wave
will result in harmonic series similar
to those shown in Figs. 21, 22 and 23,

The general expression for a rec-
tangular wave is :
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E cos (nwt + On)
n -I

En = sin where On - 0

and b is the ratio of the full period to
the shorter duration. It can be seen
that the amplitude of any harmonic
whose number is an integral multiple of
b will be zero, and that the successive
groups of harmonics, lying between
chose whose amplitude is zero, are of
opposite polarity (reversed in phase).
These points are illustrated by Figs. 21,
22 and 23. The wave shown in Fig. 24
is square, having b = 2 and is identical
with the wave shown in Fig. 21. In this
special case, the phase of all the com-
ponents can be made to coincide by
choosing the origin at the beginning of
the rise rather than at the center of the
positive portion of the wave and by
plotting sine components rather than
cosines. In general, it will be found
that most wave analyses can be con-
siderably simplified by proper choice of
origin.

Output waves which are symmetrical
with respect to time but whose positive
and negative half cycles are unsym-
metrical indicate the presence of non-
linear distortion in the circuit. This et-
fect is not usually noticeable unless
oscillations are present in the wave
shape. Where the amplitude of the
wave trains at top and bottom are un-
equal, some non-linear distortion is in-
dicated. Oscillations on only one side
of the wave is usually indicative of satu-
ration or cut-off in the equipment under
test.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Square -wave testing has been used
with considerable success in laboratory
adjustments and in production tests on
oscillographs and video amplifiers. In
such applications the test personnel are
instructed to set the compensating ad-
justments to secure a square -wave out-
put. Fig. 25 is a composite oscillogram
showing several output wave forms ob-
tained during adjustment of the high-
trequency compensation in an oscillo-
graph amplifier. The final adjustment
is shown by the square wave near the
center of the range. For this particular
test the frequency of the square wave
was 10,000 cycles. Considerable ac-
curacy is afforded by the use of the
square -wave test since slight variations
of the frequency characteristic make
large' changes in the ouput wave shape.
This effect is particularly useful in ad-
justing the low -frequency compensation.
Fig. 26 shows the output wave form
obtained by applying 30 -cycle square
wave to an amplifier whose frequency
characteristic was two percent low at
30 cycles. Proper adjustment of its
low -frequency compensation resulted in
the wave shown in Fig. 27.



The heart of the 280 tube
WILBUR B. DRIVER CO.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

How Radiomen . . . get more money
and better jobs with
CREI Technical Training

Free!
New illustrated book-
let, "A Tested Plan
for a Future in Prac-
tical Radio Engineer-
ing." Write for your

copy at once !

Do you ever sit down and "look your job in
the face"? Are you satisfied with your present
pcsition-or anxious to get ahead? Today, you
can't afford to be satisfied-because rapid new
development, mean that Radio wants only men who
are TECHNICALLY TRAINED.

Right now is the time to start training for more
money and a better job. CREI offers you home -
study training in PRACTICAL RADIO ENGI-
NEERING to equip you with the ability to obtain
and hold a better job. Write for details.

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

Dent. CO -2

3224 16th St.. N.W., Washington, D.0

HOTEL DRAKE
SOUTH CAROLINA AVENUE AT PACIFIC
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY

European Plan Hotel-Moderate Rates
150 Outside Rooms Beautifully

Furnished  Also Small Apartments 
Fully Equipped, including Electric Re-
frigeration Convenient to Piers,
Theatres and Churches Also Bus
and Railroad Depot Garage Ac-
commodations.

For Literature and Rates, Address

W. GRAHAM FERRY, Mgr.

Higher Fidelity ...
longer record life with

P

tr0
4' BRUSH S-16 PICKUPELEI CE4 RIC

DEVICES
This excellent transcription type pickup is so designed

that it makes possible hundreds of playbacks from direct
recording acetate records. Features included in the S-16
are true reproduction with needle pressures as low as 3/4
of an ounce, and needle pressures conveniently adjustable
in three positions up to 2 ounces for satisfactory repro-
duction under adverse conditions. Also permanent point,
true tracking with adjustable arm length from 12" to 16".
Available in vertical or lateral type.

Other Brush
products include
M ierophones,
Headphones, Vi-
bration Pickups,
BUS H ATONES,
Galvanometers ,
and other instru-
ments.

Write
for complete

Brush Catalog

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO.
3318 Perkins Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

"PINCOR"
qa,J,,ebte
POWER PLAI1T5

Electricity for Farms . . Homes
"GOLD CROWN"-HEAVY DUTY Power Plant. Available
as follows 32 or 110 volts D.C., also 110 and 220 volts A.C.,
600, 1000, 1500 watts and up. Electric starting; air or water
cooled.
"BLUE DIAMOND"-COMBINATION A.C.-D.C. Power
Plant. All new "2 -in -1" electric plant supplying 300 watts,
110 volts AC. 60 cycles ; also 200 watts, 6 volts D.C.; 250 watts,
12 volts D.C. or 325 watts, 32 volts D.C. Electric starting.------------- - - -

ITZNEER GEN-E-MOTOR CORPORATION
Dept. R -5C, 466 W. Superior Street, Chicago. III.

Please send me literature, price sheets and other information about the New
"PINCOR" GOLD CROWN and BLUE DIAMOND Power Plants.
Name
Address
City State
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OVER THE TAPE . .

NEWS OF THE COMMUNICATIONS FIELD

RCA PROMOTIONS
George K. Throckmorton, President of

the RCA Manufacturing Company, an-
nounced that the Board of Directors has
elected Frank B. Walker, Vice -President
in charge of all record activities, and
Thomas F. Joyce, Vice -President and Ad-
vertising Director.

At the same time, Mr. Throckmorton
also announced the following major pro-
motions and new assignments. Jay D.
Cook has been made Manager of the In-
ternational Division, in which all of the
Company's activities in the export field,
including its subsidiary companies in Can-
ada, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Lon-
don and Australia have been consolidated.

David J. Finn, formerly Assistant Ad-
vertising Manager, has been elevated to the
post of Advertising and Sales Promotion
Manager. Edward W. Butler has been ap-
pointed Manager of the Radio & Victrola
Division, in which his former duties in con-
nection with small radios will be consoli-
dated.

Paul C. Richardson, formerly Manager
of the Radio & Victrola Division, will head
a new Educational Sales Division. It will
be the function of this division to coordi-
nate and expand the sale of the Company's
products to schools and other educational
institutions, and to assist district and
wholesale distributor organizations in plan-
ning their activities to cover this market.

The duties of Ellsworth C. Dent, as Ed-
ucational Director, will remain unchanged.
He will continue to determine and coordi-
nate the development of the products

needed for the school market, and to direct
national sales promotional activities among
educational institutions. In addition, he will
be responsible for maintaining and extend-
ing contacts with educational organizations
of all types ; for coordinating the educa-
tional activities of the Company with those
of associated RCA Companies ; and will
act as consultant on all activities directed
at the school field.

UTC EXPANDS
The United Transformer Corporation

has expanded its facilities and has moved
to a new and larger plant. The main
offices, engineering division and manufac-
turing are at 150 Varick Street, New York,
N. Y.

GUTHMAN BULLETIN
An interesting bulletin has just been

made available by Edwin I. Guthman &
Co., Inc., 402 South Peoria St., Chicago,
Illinois. It describes and gives technical
specifications of a frequency meter -monitor,
i-f transformers, antenna, r -f and oscillator
coils, trimmer and padder condensers, etc.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE BULLETIN
Universal Microphone Co. Ltd., of Ingle-

wood, has issued a 1939 edition of its "Trea-
tise on Practical Wax Recording", by E.
K. Barnes. The new edition contains the
identical illustrations and text of the earlier
printing but it is printed in smaller type
and in handy pocket size with the price re-
duced from 50c to 25c.

UTAH DROPS PLANT PLAN
Continued increases in the volume of

business prompted officials of the Utah
Radio Products Company to enter negotia-
tions for the purchase of a new plant
several months ago. However, as agree-
ment could not be reached as to the pur-
chase price of the plant considered, the
negotiations have been terminated. The
company's directors believe that the im-
provements being planned for the plant now
occupied will provide adequate facilities to
meet the demands of increased volume.

ELECTRO PRODUCTS BULLETIN

Electro Products Laboratories, 549 W.
Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, have
issued a catalog sheet, No. 1138, dealing
with their 2 and 6 -volt battery eliminators.
To secure a copy of this bulletin, write to
the above organization.

WI NCHARGER BULLETIN
The latest bulletin made available by

Wincharger deals with their steel antenna
towers. These towers are for use by com-
mercial, broadcast, police and airport sta-
tions. To secure a copy of the bulletin,
write to Wincharger Corporation, Sioux
City. Iowa.

INSULINE CATALOG
The 1938-9 catalog of the Insuline Cor-

poration of America, 25 Park Place, N. Y.,
is now available. It contains 40 pages and
describes the ICA line of receiving and
transmitting parts and accessories.

INDUCTIVE TUNING

(Continued from page 51)

sented by L,. in the figure and connects
directly in series with the fixed tuning
capacitor. A sliding contactor is repre-
sented by the arrow and this in turn,
maintains ground potential at the point
indicated on the coil periphery. The
use of the end inductance provides su-
perior performance to an equivalent
mechanically stopped off variable in-
ductor. With the end inductance an in-
crease in Q of the circuit is available
with increase in frequency. Without
this end inductance, the curve of Q ver-
sus frequency drops off at the high -fre-
quency end. The improved performance
with the end inductance will be noted by
comparing curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 6.

The maximum frequency limit for any
inductively -tuned circuit is determined
by the natural period of the unused
part of the variable coil. Absorption
will take place if the circuit is tuned
past this natural frequency, this being

due to the mutual coupling between the
used and unused parts of the variable
coil; the natural frequency, of course, (2)
decreasing as the contactor approaches
the high -frequency end of the tuning
range. It is therefore considered es-
sential to ground the unused end of the
coil as this in turn, raises quite con-
siderably the natural frequency of the
unused portion. This is automatically
taken care of by the ground contactor
at the low -potential end of the coil.

There are two factors that account
for the increased frequency coverage of
the inductive tuner over that of the vari-
able condenser
(1) The LC product of the inductively -

tuned circuit may be reduced to a
much smaller magnitude than in the
case of the variable -condenser cir-
cuit, where the LC product mini-
mum is limited by the minimum
capacity of the variable condenser
plus the capacity of the external
circuit. This is especially true in
high -frequency circuits where the
minimum capacity of the variable
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condenser and leads is a large per-
centage of the total.
By increasing the number of turns
in the variable -inductance coil, the
low -frequency end of the tuned cir-
cuit may be extended so long as the
natural frequency of the unused
part of the coil is above the operat-
ing range. Actual production de-
vices have been manufactured with
tuning ratios of 7 or 8 -to -1 in the
ultra -high -frequency bands. The
continuously variable inductance
unit shown in Fig. 4 actually con-
sists of a coil and fixed capacitor
covering a frequency spread from
22.5 to 150 megacycles in a single
range with no band switching. This
involves 16 complete dial rotations
in a continuous band, There are
already 2 or 3 applications of this
system in actual equipments, which
will appear shortly on the market.
These will be discussed along with
the application problems of the CVI
devices in a second article to be
published in the near future.



ERVICE

AMPEREX
CJIRBON ANODE
TWSMITTING TUBES

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc.

79 WASHINGTON ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

GRADUATE COURSE
IN TELEVISION ENGINEERING

The Graduate Division of Newton Institute announces a course
in television engineering designed to meet the specific needs of
Radio Engineers. Formal study of basic principles and current
practice prepares for television development and design. Ex-
tensive treatment embraces latest experiments both here and
abroad. B.S. in E.E. (or its equivalent) prerequisite to admis-
sion. For full details address: Graduate Division, Newton In-
stitute of Applied Science, 2021-Z, Raymond -Commerce Building,
Newark, New Jersey.

We manufacture a complete line of equipment fl
Spot Welders, electric, from ,/4 to 500 KVA;
Transformers, special and standard types; Incandes-
cent Lamp Manufacturing Equipment; Radio Tubes,
Ex -Ray, Cathode Ray, Photo Cells. Electronic
Equipment Vacuum Pumps, etc. Tungsten Slugs,
Rod and Wire Manufacturing Equipment; General
Glass Working Machines and Burners; College
Glass Working Units for students and laboratory;
Photo -Flash Lamp Equipment; Neon Sign Manu-
facturing Equipment; Thermos Bottle Equipment;
Wire Butt Welders. CHAS. EISLER, Pres.
EISLER ENGINEERING COMPANY

739-750 So. 13th St. (Near Avon Ave.) Newark, New Jersey.

U N F 0 R SUN has been a synonym for service
since 1922. . . at least that has been
the experience of hundreds of Broad-
cast station engineers, laboratories
and industrial companies. Let us
prove it to yon

SUN RADIO CO 212 FULTON STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

pIEZO Electric Crystals Exclusively
Quality crystals for all practical frequencies sup-
plied SINCE 1925. Prices quoted upon receipt= of your specifications.= Our Pledge: QUALITY FIRST== SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE= UNIVERSITY PARK HYATTSVILLE, MD.

L I LEY Z.:413t,
FREQUENCY CONTROL -

SERIAL NUMBER

Police and Broadcast Engineers will find
the type M02 holder, complete with Bliley
High Frequency Quartz Crystal, well suited
for long periods of rigorous service in all types
of mobile and portable transmitters. A unique
spring design maintains positive pressure while
preventing undesirable electrode movement
under severe vibration or shock. Catalog G-10
contains complete information on these and
other Bliley Crystal Units-write for your copy.

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PA.

110 VOLTS AC ANYWHERE
WITH

KATO LIGHT
Provides 60 -cycle AC for
mobile units. Permits mak-
ing on the spot news record-
ings. AC for transmitters.
receivers, neon signs, sound
trucks, moving pictures, etc

Manufacturers of rotary converters, frequency changes, AC & DC
generators. Write for circulars, Dept. 11.

KATO ENGINEERING CO., Mankato, Minn., U. S. A.

oursrAilaufc
QUALITY

Gardiner Rosin Core Solder provides a quick acting flux of pure water white
rosin-ro solvent added. Permits faster, cleaner work by expert or amateur.
Unequalled tor high tensile strength, uniformity and economy. Costs less than
even colinary solders because produced in volume by the most modern methods.
There is a Gardiner quality product for every soldering need . .. in various allure
and core sizes . in gauges as small as 1/32" . . . in 1, 5 and 20-1b. wools.

Eastern Soles Office and Warehouse:
DAVID M. KASSON & CO., 264 Canal St., New York
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The Fairchild F-26-2 Re-
corder, for example, paces
the industry. Here's how:

16" Turntable  Two
speeds -78 and 331/2
r.p.m. Direct syn-
chronous drive at
33i/3 r. p. m. assures
split-second timing.
 Crystal cutter head
of new design Im-
proved recording am-
plifier.

0 Fairchild tone fidelity and
distortion -free range have
amazed experts. And-our
job is not done until you
get maximum results ...

... it h.d to satisfy Fairchild tirst"

Sound Equipment Division

AERIAL CAMERA CORPORATION
88 -Oh Von Wyrk Boulevard. hint., .,. I.. L. NY

Dramatically New
Astatic MIKE-LITE

Designed to Meet the Modern Demands
of Orchestras, Dance Bands, Entertaining

Artists and Speakers
This is a beautiful, high quality Astatic
crystal stand microphone with two adjust-
able spotlights that throw a flattering halo
of soft, warm, shadowless light upon the
features of entertaining artists and speak-
ers. Complete with Model T-3 Crystal
Microphone, as illustrated, stand, trans-
former and cables, ready to plug in any
light socket, $62.50. Prices with other
Astatic Microphones on request. Lamp
assemblies may be purchased separately
if desired.

See Jobber or Write for Literature

ASTATIC MICROPHONE
LABORATORY, INC.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Licensed Under Brush Development Co. Patents
Astatie /'aunts

Advertising Index

A
Aerovox Corp.
American Lava Corp

6
33

Amperes Electronic Products, Inc 55
Amperite Co. 37
Astatic Microphone Lab 56

B

B -L Electric Mfg. Co., The 56
Bliley Electric Co 55
Boonton Radio Corp 51
Brush Development Co., The 53
Burton -Rogers 50

C

Callite Products Division 48
Capitol Radio Engineering Inst 53
Centralab 31
Collins Radio Co 1
Cornell-Dubilier Elec. Corp 51

D

Driver Co., Wilbur B 53
Du Mont Laboratories, Allen B 40

B

Eisler Engineering Co 55

Fairchild Aerial Camera Corp

G
Gardiner Metal Co 55
Gates American Corp 43
General Radio Co Inside Back Cover
Guardian Electric Co 47

H
Holyoke Wire & Cable Corp 25

I
Ideal Commutator Dresser Co 50
International Resistance Co 49

J
Jones, Howard B 48

Ii

Kato Engineering Co 55

L
Lansing Mfg. Co 45
Lapp Insulator Co.. Inc 5
Lepel High Frequency Labs 46
Lingo & Son, Inc., John F 42
Littelfuse Laboratories. Inc 50

DI

Monarch Mfg. Co. 46

N

National Union Radio Corp 35
Newton Institute of Applied Sciences 55

P
Pioneer Genemotor Corp 53
Presto Recording Corp 47

R

R. C. A. Communications. Inc. 49
RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.....28-29. Back Cover
Radiotone, Inc. 50
Richardson Co., The 16

S

Scientific Radio Service 55
Solar Radio Corp ...Inside Front Cover
Sun Radio Co 55

U
Universal Microphone Co.. Ltd 48

Waite, Samuel A 46
Western Electric 3
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp 21

Zophar Mills. Inc 56
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WAXES

COMPOUNDS
FOR

INSULATION and WATERPROOFING

of ELECTRICAL and RADIO
COMPONENTS

 such as transformers, coils,
power packs, pot heads, sockets,
wiring devices, wet and dry bat-
teries, etc. Also WAX SATU-
RATORS for braided wire and
tape and WAXES for radio
parts. The facilities of our
laboratories are at your disposal
to help solve your problems.

FOUNDED 1846*hall MILLS, Inc.
120 - 26th ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

RECTIFIER
MANUAL
Describes B -L Dry Metallic Recti-
fier construction, performance
and applications.

Contains data on rectifier and
filter circuits, output capacities,
physical sizes, forced -draft ven-
tilation and other pertinent sub-
jects.

Write for your free copy on your
company letterhead. No obliga-
tion, of course.

THE B -L ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
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LOW RANGE- CYCLES x 10

I0

1

HIGH RANGE- kc

100 FREQUENCY 1000 10000

NEW WIDE -RANGE BEAT -

FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

FOR some time there kas been need for a wide -range oscillator witF
substantially constant output of moderate power, not only for genera
laboratory bridge measurements but also for taking selectivity curve!
over a very wide range of frequencies, for measuring transmission char-
acteristics of filters and fcr testing wide -band systems such as televisior
amprifiers and coaxial cables.

The new General Radio Type 700-A Beat -Frequency Oscillator was
designed for these applications. Through unique circuit and mechanical
design and very careful mechanical construction it has been possible to
manufacture an oscillator of good stability, output and waveform at an
exceDtionally low price.

FEATURES

WIDE RANGE-two ranges: 50 cycles to 40 kc and 10 kc +0 5 Mc.

DIRECT READING-scale on main dial approximately logarithmic in f-equency
Incremental frequency dial di-ect reading between - 100 and 100 cycles on low

range and - 10 and + 10 kilocycles on high range.

ACCURATE CALIBRATION-lore range: ÷ 2 % ± 5 cycles; high range: ± 100C

cycles; iicremental dial: -+- S cycles low range; It= 500 cycles high range.

GOOD FREQUENCY STABILITY-adequate thermal distribution and ventilatiDn assure
minimum frequency drift. Osci lator can be reset to zero beat to eliminate errors
caused by small drifts.

GROJNDED OUTPUT TERM NA ,L-output taken from 1,500 ohm potentiometer.

CONSTANT OUTPUT VOLTAGE-open-circuit voltage remains constant be+ween IC

and 15 volts within -+- 1.5 lb over entire frequency range.

GOOD WAVEFORM-total harmolic content of open -circuit voltage is less than 3°,
above 250 cycles on low -ange anc above 25 kc on high range.

A -C OPERATED-power-supply r pple less than 2% of output voltage on either range

Type 700-A Wide -Range Beat -Frequency $555.00
Oscillator

 WRITE FOR BULLETIN 378 FOR DATA

I

Left to Right, TOP: Frecuen:y dial--nair frequency
control-output voltmeter. BEL2W: Zero ac ustneen+-range
switch-output control.

Main freq al engraved
approximate y ogarRArsmically
-scale length per decade 31/2
inches.

Frequency in:rement dial-
plus sr minus 100 cycles, low
range: plJs or minus 10 kilo-
cycles, high range.

Oscillator housing-uriform heating elistributior between the two
oscillators obtained by quarter inch alumirum wale

GENERAL RADIO CO. ridge, Mass.
New York
Los Angeles



RCA offers a
Complete Line of

TELEVISION
TUBES

RCA KINESCOPE`

H WHITE SCREEN
'WIT Television

The RCA -906-P4 is a 3" ision Kinescope

available at
unusually low cost. Provides low cir

cuit cost because of its low voltage operationRa,

coating Which minimizes
deflecting -

and prevents
drifting of the pattern

conductive
plate loading
with changes in bias

. . $15

The RCA
-1802-P4 is a 5" Television Kinescope

having electrostatic
deflectioThen. Provides excellent

quality television pictures.
-..11-.

, tivity is such that the beam may be deflected

the entireentire screen
with no more voltage than is

required for full deflection
on 3" tube. Separate

terminals are
provided in new

Magnal 11 -pin base

for each deflecting plate.
. $27.50

I'he RCA
-1804-P4 is a 9" Tele-

vision Kinescope
employing elec

tro-magnetic
deflection

of the elec-

tron beam. Can be operated with an

anode No. 2 voltage up to 7,000 volts

and provides a brilliant picture with

. $60.00
excellent definition.

The RCA
-1803-P4 is a 12" Television

Kinescope employing electro-magnetic

deflection
of the electron bean'- Like

the 180.1-P.1,
this tube can be operated

with an anode No. 2 voltage up to -.Ow

volts-but its large size lends greater

brilliance
and detail to pictures, making

it especially
suitable for use with large

groups of people.
. . $75.00

Over 32:", million
RCA radio tubes have heen pur

chased by radio nsers . . in tubes. as in radio

it pays to go
RCA All the Way.

\ presents the
Magic Re) esery

Sunday. 2 to

M., E. ti. T., on the NBC Blue Network.

\03-P4

t1304 -P4

iThe
ungstett filante;

type of higimac it

alf-wlive
rectifierHui"-use in for

fyirrg devsuitabl recti-
'11Pply the i":es to
voltages
ico required

hvoile.ra, Pe and Path.tubes. $3.00

TIFIERS

tubes.an:st
Ilichveeitit'hsv

The

olti. re:tvi ir:raegeee:etaecluP

rectifier

rgi

de-vices

tynfor use

pply

$3.00

. RCA R -F APLIFIER.'The RCA -1852
and 1853

are r -f
amplifiers

offering high
mutual con-

ductance.
resulting

inhigh gain ttid superb signal-to-noiseratio. Both
of these

tubes Inive
the

grid connection
at the base,

thus elim-
inating

grid cap and decreasingfeed -hack
at high frequencies.

This
feature

also greatly
improv'es

circuit
stability.

These two tubes
are particu-

larly well suited
for television

ampli-
fier applications.

The 185,3 has remote
cut-ofr characteristics

which permit the
handling-

of a larger
range or signals. iii

,j
$1.85 apiece

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J.  A Service of the Radio Corporation of America




